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ABSTRACT

A policy-driven communication and management infrastruc
ture may include components such as Agent, Server and Con
sole, policy messages, and Relays to deliver security and
system management to networked devices. An Agent resides
on a Client, acting as a universal policy engine for delivering
multiple management services. Relays, Clients additionally
configured to each behave as though they were a root Server,
Relaying information to and from other Clients, permit Cli
ents to interact with the root Server through the Relay,
enabling information exchange between Client and Server.
Such information exchange allows Clients to gather informa
tion, such as new policy messages, from the Server, to pass
status messages to the Server and to register their network
address so that they can be readily located. Automatic Relay
selection enables Clients and Relays to select their own parent
Relays, thus allowing Clients and Relays to discover new
routing paths through the network without administrator
input.
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1. 400
401

DETERMINEIFANY RELAYIS IN MYSUBNET BY PINGING RELAYS WITH

A TTL (TIME TO LIVE) OF 1. IFSO TRY TO REGISTER WITH THE RELAY THE
REGISTRATION INTERACTION CHECKS TO SEE IF THE RELAY CAN

COMMUNICATE WITH THE SERVER. IF REGISTRATION COMPLETES, THE
AGENTUSES THE RELAY AS NORMAL IF REGISTRATION FAILS,
THEAGENT CONTINUES ITS AUTOSELECTIONALGORTHM

402

PING EACH RELAY WITH TTL OF2, IF ANY RELAY RESPONDS,
ATTEMPT REGISTRATION IF SUCCESSFUL THEN DONE.
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE AUTOSELECTION
403

CONTINUE INCREMENTING TTL AND PINGING EACH RELAY UNTIL

A MAX TTL VALUE IS REACHED, IN AN EMBODIMENT, MAX TTL
IS CONFIGURED BY WAY OF THE CONSOLE

404

IFNORELAYS ARE FOUND THAT ACCEPT REGISTRATION,
TRY TO REGISTER WITH "FAILOVER RELAY'

405

IF FAILOVER RELAYIS UNAVAILABLE, THENTRY
TO REGISTER WITH THESERVER

406

IFSERVER IS UNAVAILABLE AUTOSELECTION HAS FAILED AND
CLIENT WAITS FORA MINIMUM TIME PERIOD AND IRIES
AUTOSELECTION AGAIN IN AN EMBODIMENT, "MINRETRY”. IS
CONFIGURABLE BY WAY OF THE CONSOLE
407

AFTER "MINRETRY HASELAPSED, TRY AUTOSELECTION
AGAIN DOUBLE "MINRETRY WAIT AND IRYAGAIN
DOUBLING "MINRETRY'EACH TIME

408

AFTERAMAXIMUM RETRYTIME "MAXRETRY FOR EXAMPLE, HAS
BEEN REACHED CONTINUE TO RETRY AUTOSELECTION
FIG. 4
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503
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PLATFORM FOR POLICY-DRIVEN
COMMUNICATION AND MANAGEMENT
INFRASTRUCTURE
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. This application claims benefit of U.S. provisional
patent application No. 61/242.278, filed Sep. 14, 2009, the
entirety of which is incorporated herein by this reference
thereto. This application is related to U.S. patent application
Ser. No. 10/804,799, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,398,272, filed Mar.

19, 2004, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by this
reference thereto.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 1. Field of the Invention
0003 Generally, the invention relates to management of
enterprise-scale networks of computational devices. More
particularly, the invention relates to a Platform for a policy
driven communication and management infrastructure.
0004 2. Background Discussion
0005 Information technology (IT) administrators in
enterprises everywhere face a daunting task of managing the
Software and hardware on tens, hundreds, or thousands of

machines in their domains. With many incompatibilities,
patches, and policy advisories being announced every day,
the management task involves much more than just acquisi
tion and installation of updates and patches, for example.
Simply keeping aware of all potentially problematic situa
tions on hardware and Software products used in an enterprise
is more than a full-time job. Dealing with user requests and
complaints adds still further to the demands of the job. Thus,
it is required that IT managers be able to anticipate situations
which may arise in a specific enterprise and address them
proactively. Maintaining Such a state ofreadiness may require
an IT manager to understand the configuration of the hard
ware and Software in a given network, to keep track of policy
advisories, updates, incompatibilities and patches relevant to
the specific enterprise, and to match those policy advisories,
updates, and patches with the specific equipment in the enter
prise. In a large enterprise, such management tasks involve
monitoring of and policy dissemination to, perhaps, hundreds
of thousands of computational devices by an administrator.
Conventionally, management Platforms in Such large enter
prises employ a communication infrastructure that is condu
cive mainly to coarse-grained, one-to-many interaction, typi
cally involving large numbers of devices, occasionally even
the entire network rather than a fine-grained, per-endpoint
policy determination.
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policy messages, from the Server, to pass status messages to
the Server and to register their network address so that they
can be readily located. Automatic Relay selection enables
Clients and Relays to select their own parent Relays, thus
allowing Clients and Relays to discover routing paths through
the existing network without administrator input.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0007 FIG. 1 provides a diagram of a machine in the exem
plary form of a computer system within which a set of instruc
tions, for causing the machine to perform any one of the
methodologies discussed herein below, may be executed;
0008 FIG. 2 provides a block diagram of a Relay hierar
chy in a Platform for a policy-driven communication and
management infrastructure;
0009 FIG. 2A provides a block diagram of a proxy agent
according to the invention;
0010 FIG. 3 provides a flow diagram of a process for
manual Relay selection in the Platform of FIG. 2;
0011 FIG. 4 provides a flow diagram of a process for
automated Relay selection in the Platform of FIG. 2;
0012 FIG. 5 provides a flow diagram of a Relay selection
failover process in the Platform of FIG. 2;
0013 FIG. 6 provides a flow diagram of a Relay reselec
tion process in the Platform of FIG. 2;
0014 FIG. 7 provides a flow diagram of a process for
Dynamic download of untrusted content in the Platform of
FIG. 2:

(0015 FIG. 8 provides state a transition diagram for a
Relay in the Platform of FIG. 2
0016 FIG. 9 provides a state transition diagram for a
Server in the Platform of FIG. 2

0017 FIG. 10 provides a schematic of a process for Client
registration in the Platform of FIG. 2;
0018 FIG. 11 provides a schematic of a process for non
repudiation in the Platform of FIG. 2;
0019 FIG. 12 provides a schematic of a process for secure
data distribution in the Platform of FIG. 2;

0020 FIG. 13 provides a schematic of a direct connection
process between a Console and a Client in the Platform of
FIG. 2:

0021 FIG. 14 provides a schematic of a direct connection
process between a first Client and a second Client in the
Platform of FIG. 2;

0022 FIG. 15 provides a diagram of a Network AssetMap
in the Platform of FIG. 2; and

0023 FIG. 16 provides a screen shot of a Console Opera
tor interface from the Platform of FIG. 2.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

SUMMARY

0006 A policy-driven communication and management
infrastructure may include components such as Agent, Server
and Console, policy messages, and Relays to deliversecurity
and system management to networked devices. An Agent
resides on a Client, acting as a universal policy engine for
delivering multiple management services. Relays are Clients
additionally configured to each behave as though they were a
proxy for the root Server, Relaying information to and from
other Clients, permitting Clients to interact with the root
Server through the Relay, and facilitating information
exchange between Client and Server. Such information
exchange allows Clients to gather information, Such as new

0024. A policy-driven communication and management
infrastructure may include components such as Agent, Server
and Console, policy messages, and Relays to deliversecurity
and system management to networked devices. An Agent
resides on a Client, acting as a universal policy engine for
delivering multiple management services. Relays, Clients
additionally configured to each behave as though they were a
root Server, Relaying information to and from other Clients,
permit Clients to interact with the root Server through the
Relay, enabling information exchange between Client and
Server. Such information exchange allows Clients to gather
information, such as new policy messages, from the Server, to
pass status messages to the Server and to register their net
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work address so that they can be readily located. Automatic
Relay selection enables Clients and Relays to select their own
parent Relays, thus allowing Clients and Relays to discover
new routing paths through the network without manual
administrator input.
DEFINITIONS

0025 Action: actions are typically scripts that can custom
ize a specific Solution for each Client, using a series of script
ing commands and Relevance expressions. Although the Rel
evance language itself can’t alter a Client, it can be used to
direct actions in a way that parallels the original trigger. For
instance, a Fixlet might use the Relevance language to inspect
a file in the system folder. Using a similar Relevance clause,
the Action can then target that same file without knowing
explicitly where that folder resides. This allows the Action
author (and issuer) to concentrate on the issue at hand without
worrying about the Vagaries of each individual computer
system. AKA 'ActionScript.
ActionID: a unique identifier for an Action
Agent: Software that resides on Client and acts as a universal
policy engine capable of delivering multiple management
services. A single Agent can execute a diverse and extensible
array of management services ranging from real-time Client
status reporting, to patch and software distribution, to security
policy enforcement. By assigning responsibility for reporting
and management actions to endpoints themselves, the Plat
form enables visibility and management of IT infrastructures
ranging from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of desktop,
mobile and Server computers.
Client: an endpoint device in a network under management by
a Platform for policy-driven communication and manage
ment infrastructure.

Console: an operations control center for administrators,
which connects to the Server, that includes graphical displays
of device, group, and enterprise-wide device status and dash
boards for executing management actions through the infra
structure. The Console also includes reporting functions and
templates that enable graphical and tabular views of infra
Structure Status.

Dashboard: Dashboard documents pop up in the main win
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Hash-based Download: In an embodiment, a download that is

requested or referred to by a “HashSizePair’. In an embodi
ment, this type of download is requested by a Client using a
“DownloadRequest” plug-in, rather than the magic URLs
that index-based downloads rely on. A hash-based download
can be either static or dynamic.
Index-based Download aka “Legacy Download’. In an
embodiment, a download that is referred to by a Client using
an ActionID/Index pair, where the index is generated at the
time the Action is issued. In an embodiment, an “indexed

download is a species of static download, because it is dif
ficult to accommodate in the indexing strategy the case where
the index is unknown at the time an Action is created. In an

embodiment, indexed downloads can be requested without
providing a hash, in which case the download represents
whatever the URL happens to contain at the time an Action is
created.

Relay: A Relay is a software module that executes as a shared
service on non-dedicated hardware. Alternatively, “Relay”
can refer to the hardware on which Relay software is running.
Relays act as concentration points for Fixlet messages on
network infrastructures and help reduce network bandwidth
requirements for distribution of Fixlets and content such as
Software, patches, updates, and other information. Relays
also offer a failover mechanism to keep managed Clients in
touch with the Console should normal communications chan

nels go dark or become overloaded with other traffic.
Server: Software that provides a control center and repository
for managed system configuration data, software updates and
patches, and other management information. In the alterna
tive, “Server” can denote a computing machine running Such
Software within a network under management.
Site: Sites are collections of Fixlet messages and other con
tent to which an Operator of a Platform deployment may
subscribe one or more Clients in the Operator's network. Sites
may be created by the Platform manufacturer or by one or
more third parties. Additionally, deployment Operators may
create custom sites that contain internally generated content.
Furthermore, the Operator may create sites, Integrations,
which integrate internally- and externally-sourced content.

dow of the Console when selected from a Dashboards icon

Static Download aka "Server-initiated Download’. In an

in a Domain Panel navigation tree. Dashboards tap into the
Platform Database to provide the Operator with timely and
compact high-level views of the network and allow an admin

embodiment, a download requested by the Console at the
time an Action is taking place.
0026 Referring now to FIG. 1, shown is a diagrammatic
representation of a machine in the exemplary form of a com
puter system 100 within which a set of instructions for caus
ing the machine to perform any one of the methodologies
discussed herein below may be executed. In alternative
embodiments, the machine may comprise a network router, a
network Switch, a network bridge, personal digital assistant
(PDA), a cellular telephone, a web appliance or any machine
capable of executing a sequence of instructions that specify
actions to be taken by that machine.
0027. The computer system 100 includes a processor 102,
a main memory 104 and a static memory 106, which commu
nicate with each other via a bus 108. The computer system
100 may further include a display unit 110, for example, a
liquid crystal display (LCD) or a cathode ray tube (CRT). The
computer system 100 also includes an alphanumeric input
device 112, for example, a keyboard; a cursor control device
114, for example, a mouse; a disk drive unit 116, a signal
generation device 118, for example, a speaker, and a network

istrator to take action based on those views.

Download Request: In an embodiment, a download request
may include a hash and a size that uniquely identify the file
being requested, along with the information on how to
retrieve the file. If a Client wants multiple files for an Action,
it submits a set of DownloadRequests in one interaction with
the Relay. Although the interaction is batched, each request is
handled individually by both Relays and the Server.
Dynamic Download aka “Client-initiated Download’. In an
embodiment, a download whose hash, size and URL are not
known at the time an Action is issued. Instead, the Client

determines this information and then provides it to the Server,
which fetches the file for the Client.

FileID: A FileID is a pair combination of (SHA-1, file size
(bytes)) used to uniquely identify a file
Fixlet or Fixlet message: Instructions disseminated to the
Agent to perform a management or reporting Action. Fixlet
messages can be programmed to target specific groups of
devices to perform management actions.

interface device 128.
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0028. The disk drive unit 116 includes a machine-readable
medium 124 on which is stored a set of executable instruc

tions, i.e. software, 126 embodying any one, or all, of the
methodologies described herein below. The software 126 is
also shown to reside, completely or at least partially, within
the main memory 104 and/or within the processor 102. The
software 126 may further be transmitted or received over a
network 130 by means of a network interface device 128.
0029. In contrast to the system 100 discussed above, a
different embodiment of the invention uses logic circuitry
instead of computer-executed instructions to implement pro
cessing offers. Depending upon the particular requirements
of the application in the areas of speed, expense, tooling costs,
and the like, this logic may be implemented by constructing
an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) having thou
sands of tiny integrated transistors. Such an ASIC may be
implemented with CMOS (complimentary metal oxide semi
conductor), TTL (transistor-transistor logic), VLSI (very
large scale integration), or another Suitable construction.
Other alternatives include a digital signal processing chip
(DSP), discrete circuitry (such as resistors, capacitors,
diodes, inductors, and transistors), field programmable gate
array (FPGA), programmable logic array (PLA), program
mable logic device (PLD), and the like. It is to be understood
that embodiments of this invention may be used as or to
Support Software programs executed upon some form of pro
cessing core (Such as the Central Processing Unit of a com
puter) or otherwise implemented or realized upon or within a
machine or computer readable medium. A machine-readable
medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting
information in a form readable by a machine, e.g. a computer.
For example, a machine readable medium includes read-only
memory (ROM); random access memory (RAM); magnetic
disk storage media; optical storage media; flash memory
devices; electrical, optical, acoustical or other form of propa
gated signals, for example, carrier waves, infrared signals,
digital signals, etc.; or any other type of media Suitable for
storing or transmitting information.
0030 Referring now to FIG. 2, shown is a Relay hierarchy
in a Platform 200 for creating a policy-driven, communica
tions and management infrastructure for delivery of security
and management services to networked computational
devices, such as desktop, laptop/notebook and Server com
puters. In an embodiment, components of the Platform may
include at least one Client 202 running an Agent, at least one
Server and Console 204, Fixlet messages (indicated by the
arrows showing data flow between elements), and Zero or
more Relays 206. The Server and Console are shown as the
same machine in FIG. 2, but many embodiments of the inven
tion the Server and Console are separate machines. Thus, the
Server 204 in FIG.2 may comprise only the server function
and a separate computer, connected to the Server, would be
provided to implement the Console function. In addition to
the Relays 206, the Relay hierarchy typically includes a top
level Relay 208 that directly interacts with the Server 204.
0031 Key components of the Platform include the Agent
202, the Server and Console 204, the Fixlet messages, and the
Relays 206, 208. The Platform creates a lightweight commu
nications and management infrastructure for delivery of secu
rity and system management services to networked desktop,
laptop/notebook and Server computers. By assigning respon
sibility for reporting and management actions on endpoints
themselves, the Platform enables visibility and management
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of IT infrastructures ranging from hundreds to hundreds of
thousands of desktop, mobile and Server computers.
0032. The Agent 202 resides on managed devices and acts
as a universal policy engine capable of delivering multiple
management services. A single Agent 202 can execute a
diverse and extensible array of management services that
range from real-time Client status reporting, to patch and
Software distribution, to security policy enforcement.
0033. The Agent's role in the Platform may be described
as that of a Policy Engine: a piece of Software and a compu
tational context for evaluating content. Thus, the Agent con
stitutes a computational resource that uses one or more
inspectors to examine its context, decide what is relevant,
report properties, take Action in that environment, and report
on the Success or failure of the actions. Thus, the Agent gives
an administrator visibility into the context and controls it. The
motivation for provision of a policy engine thus may be the
realization that any computing resource, including physical
or virtual machines, or a machine, that is a delegate for
another machine or a piece of hardware can benefit from
management by having a policy engine that can inspect prop
erties of the entity that is being managed, apply changes to the
environment and report on the fact that those changes were
effective or not.

0034. The Agent also automatically notifies the Server and
Console 204 of changes in managed device configuration,
providing a real-time view of device status. In addition to a
standard array of management services, customers and devel
opers can create custom policies and services using a pub
lished authoring language. In various embodiments, the
Agent runs on all versions of the MICROSOFT WINDOWS
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond Wash.) operating system
since WINDOWS95, UNIX, LINUX and MAC OS (APPLE
COMPUTER, INC., Cupertino Calif.) operating systems, as
well WINDOW MOBILE and POINT-OF-SALE Variants of

the Windows operating system, enabling administrators to
consolidate management of heterogeneous infrastructures
from the Console.

0035. The invention herein extends the notion of an Agent
beyond a computer to devices or logical structures, such as
proxy-agents (also referred to as pseudo-agents), that are
physically or logically proximate to a computer, and that are
used to give visibility and control of assets that cannot, for
technical or policy reasons, have a native agent installed.
Proxy-agents are disclosed, for example, in co-assigned
patent application to Lippincott, L. E., et al., Pseudo-Agents,
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/044,614 (filed Mar. 7,
2008), and is incorporated herein in its entirety by this refer
ence thereto.

0036 Proxy-agents can be understood by reference to
FIG. 2A. A proxy-agent 50 is deployed to manage each of one
or more different devices, for example physical machine 1
(54) and physical machine 2 (56) via a virtual machine man
agement system 52. For example, a router can have a proxy
agent. There can be a proxy-agent for Such devices as a
network printer on the file server, or a mobile device that
resides most of its time in the local office, but that has a logical
presence is over a cell network and that is in touch with a
mobile enterprise server back in the central office. The physi
cal device so managed, for example physical machine 1 (54),
can itself serve as a natural agent for one or more virtual
machines, e.g. VM1 and VM2, which machines can them
selves include an agent A.
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0037 Another important variant is a proxy-agent that indi
rectly manages a set of devices by way of one or more other
management systems. The example shown in FIG. 2 thus
provides a virtual management system 52, for example a
Blackberry enterprise server, which is a management system
that manages a collection of Blackberry devices. In this
example, a proxy-agent manages those devices by interacting
with the Blackberry enterprise server.
0038. The Server 204 is a software-based package that
provides a control center and repository for managed system
configuration data, Software updates and patches, and other
management information. In an embodiment, the Console
204, which runs from the Server 204, provides an operations
control center for administrators that includes graphical dis
plays of device, group, and enterprise-wide device status and
dashboards for executing management actions through the
management infrastructure. The Console may also include
reporting functions and templates that enable graphical and
tabular views on infrastructure status.

0039. Fixlet messages are instructions to the Agent 202 to
perform a management or reporting Action. Fixlet messages
can be programmed to target specific groups of devices to
perform management actions. As noted above, in an embodi
ment, users have the option of writing custom Fixlet mes
SageS.

0040. Relays 206, 208 act as concentration points for Fix
let messages on network infrastructures. Relays are a soft
ware module that execute as a shared service on non-dedi

cated hardware. Relays help reduce network bandwidth
requirements for distribution of Fixlets and content such as
Software, patches, updates, and other information. In an
embodiment, Relays 206, 208 include a failover mechanism
to keep managed Clients in touch with the Console should
normal communications channels go dark or become over
loaded with other traffic. In an embodiment, Relays allow an
N-tier hierarchy to be created for the transmission of infor
mation from the Clients to the Server in the enterprise.
0041. In an embodiment, Relays are included as network
components to significantly improve the performance of an
installation. Downloads and patches, which are often large
files, represent, by far the greatest fraction of bandwidth.
Relays are designed to take over the bulk of the download
burden from the Server. Rather than downloading patches
directly from a Server, Clients can instead be instructed to
download from designated Relays, significantly reducing
both Server load and network traffic. Relays help in the
upstream direction as well, compiling and compressing data
received from the Clients before passing it on the Server. As
above, any Client can be programmed to serve as a Relay.
0042. Relays simultaneously mitigate at least two bottle
necks:

0043 Relieving the Load on Servers
0044) The Server has many duties, among them, the taxing
job of distributing patches and other files. A Relay can be set
up to ease this burden, so that the Server does not need to
distribute the same files to every Client. Instead, the file is sent
once to the Relay, which in turn distributes it to other Clients.
The overhead on the Server is reduced by the ratio of Relays
to Clients. If one has a hundred Clients and one Relay, the
Server need only process one percent of the downloads.
0045 Reducing Congestion on Low-Bandwidth Connec
tions If, for example, one has a Server communicating with a
dozen computers in a remote office over a slow VPN (virtual
private network), one of those computers may be designated
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as a Relay. Then, instead of sending patches over the VPN to
every Client independently, the Server need only send a single
copy to the Relay. That Relay, in turn, distributes the file to the
other computers in the remote office over its own fast LAN
(local area network). This effectively removes the VPN
bottleneck for remote groups on the network.
0046 Relays also function to reduce total the network
usage when used on Subnets connected through Switches on a
LAN.

0047 Relay Characteristics
0048. In an embodiment, a Relay takes over most of the
download duties of the Server. If several Clients simulta

neously request files from a Relay, a significant amount of the
computer's resources may be used to serve those files. Other
than that, the duties of the Relay are relatively undemanding.
The requirements for a Relay computer vary widely depend
ing on or more of the following: (1) The number of connected
Clients that are downloading files: (2) the size of each down
load; and (3) the period of time allotted for the downloads.
0049 A Relay can be installed on any ordinary worksta
tion, but if several Clients simultaneously download files, it
may slow the computer down. Workgroup file Servers and
other Server-quality computers that are always turned on may
be good candidates for installing a Relay.
0050 Relay Selection
0051 Although Clients can automatically seek out and
connect to the available Relay, one may want to control the
process manually. If so, for each Client in the network, one
may specify both a primary and secondary Relay. The Client
first attempts to download any patches from its primary Relay.
However, if the primary Relay is unavailable (because the
computer has crashed, the hard drive has run out of space, the
computer is off, etc.), the Clients can download files from the
secondary Relay.
0052. In an embodiment, Relays have failover capability.
Thus, if the primary Relay fails, the Client connects to the
second Relay. If the secondary also fails (or if no secondary
has been designated) then the Client automatically reverts to
downloading files directly from the Server. In an embodi
ment, one or more tertiary Relays can be designated for a
Client. In an embodiment, one can optimize a pair of Relays
by splitting the connected Clients into two groups of roughly
equal size. One group designates computer A as primary and
B as secondary. The other group reverses the order, thus
cutting the overhead of each Relay by two, while still provid
ing a backup.
Setting Up A Relay
0053. In an embodiment, configuring a Client computer as
a Relay may involve using the Console to edit settings for the
Client computer to run a Relay Server on the Client. FIG. 16,
shows a screen shot of an Operator Interface 1600 to a Con
sole. After a Relay is created, a Client can automatically
discover it and connect to it by seeking the Relay that is the
fewest hops distant from the Client. If there is a need to
manually configure Clients, one must notify each computer
that it should use a specific Relay to point to, as described
herein below. Manual configuration of Relay assignment can
be defined by policy Such that a computer or group of com
puters can be configured to use a specific set of manual
primary, secondary, and failover Relays.
0054. Once a Relay has been set up on a Client, in addition
to functioning as a Client, the Client behaves in the same
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manner as a Root Server, so that other Clients can do all the

interactions they would do with a Root Server through the
Relay.
0055. The use of Relays significantly reduces the Client/
Server communication necessary for patch application and
management. Clients may start to download from designated
Relays, minimizing the load on thin connections to the Server.
The Clients may also upload their status information to the
Relay, which compiles it and compresses it before passing it
up to the Server.
0056. In an embodiment, Relays may help enormously to
spread out and optimize network traffic, ensuring maximum
responsiveness with minimum bandwidth. Relays are espe
cially attractive with remote offices connected by relatively
slow VPNs. The Server sends a single download to the remote
Relay, which can then distribute it to the Clients over a faster
local subnet.

0057. Manual Relay Selection 300 (shown in FIG. 3):
0058. By way of the Console UI 1600, for each Client or
for groups of Clients:
0059 Start (302);
0060 Select a primary Relay (304);
0061 Select a secondary Relay (306);
0062 Select at least one tertiary Relay (308; and
0063 End (310).
0064. Agent Autoselection Algorithm 400 (shown in FIG.
4):
0065 Determineifany Relay is in my subnet bypinging
Relays with a TTL (time to live) of 1. If so, try to register
with the Relay. The registration interaction checks to see
if the Relay can communicate with the Server. If regis
tration completes, the Agent uses the Relay as normal. If
registration fails, the Agent continues its autoselection
algorithm (401);
0066 Ping each Relay with TTL of 2. If any Relay
responds, attempt registration. If successful, then done.
Otherwise, continue Autoselection (402);
0067 Continue incrementing TTL and pinging each
Relay until a max TTL value is reached. In an embodi
ment, Max TTL is configured by way of the Console
(403):
0068. If no Relays are found that accept registration, try
to register with “Failover Relay” (404);
0069. If Failover Relay is unavailable, then try to regis
ter with the Server (405);
0070 If Server is unavailable, Autoselection has failed
and Client waits for a minimum time period and tries
Autoselection again. In an embodiment, “MinRetry” is
configurable by way of the Console (406);
0071. After “MinRetry has elapsed, try Autoselection
again. Double "MinRetry, wait and try again, doubling
“MinRetry” each time (407):
(0072. After a maximum retry time “MaxRetry”, for
example, has been reached, continue to retry AutoSelec
tion (408).
0073. Failover Behavior 500 (shown in FIG. 5)
0074 Agent posts/gathers/registers to the Relay (501);
0075. If Agent has a posting issue (or if gathering or
registration fails), it notes the failure time (502);
0076 Agent tries again to post or gather or register on
the normal schedule. If there is another failure, the Agent
considers the Relay to be down (503);
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0077. At this point, the Agent enters into a failure wait
ing state for “ResistFailure' time period starting at the
failure time (504);
0078. After the “ResistFailure' time expires, the Agent
tries again to post to the Relay. If it fails again, it begins
Autoselection (505).
(0079 Relay Reselection Strategy (shown in FIG. 6)
0080 Automatic Selection (FIG. 6A)
I0081. While Relay selection is in progress (601):
0082 Get a candidate host from the Relay selection
algorithm (602);
0.083 Try to register with that host. If registration suc
ceeds, a new Relay has been selected. If registration
fails, continue (603);
0084 Attempt Failover selection (604); and
I0085 Attempt root Server selection (605).
I0086) Manual Selection (FIG. 6B)
I0087. Attempt primary selection (606):
I0088 Attempt secondary selection (607):
0089 Attempt tertiary selection if one or more tertiary
Relays have been designated (608);
0090 Attempt failover selection (609); and
(0.091 Attempt root Server selection (610).
0092. Triggers for Relay Selection
0093. A pre-configured validity interval for Relay
Selection expires;
0094. A Client sets itself up to perform Relay selection
when if resets itself, for example, at startup when the
Client detects that the Action site masthead points to a
different deployment than the one in the data folder;
0.095 If the Action site epoch changes:
0096. If the clock leaps backward by more than a per
missible time interval, for example, five minutes;
0097. If the IP address table changes:
(0.098 If the last Relay selection failed and the retry
interval has elapsed.
0099 Intervals are configurable by settings:
0.100 When Relay selection has failed and pending
retries are outstanding, if the IP address table changes, it
accelerates a Relay selection retry. If this fails, it goes
back to the prior Relay selection retry interval:
0101 Client is unable to post report to its selected Relay
for a configured time interval. Once the interval elapses,
the Client tries to register. If registration fails, the Client
tries to Relay select:
0102) A Relay Select command is executed, for
example by an administrator by way of the Console;
0.103 If any of the RelayServer Automatic setting for
any designated Relays are changed or deleted by a set
ting or setting delete Action command;
0104. If the registration interval has elapsed and the
Client tries to register but registration fails.
0105. If the Agent on a Client is stopped and the Relay
selection(s) is cleared, and the Client is restarted, the
Client will begin Relay selection.
010.6 Typical Relay Functions
0107 Relays “Relay” information to and from the Cli
ent and another Relay or the Server;
0.108 Relays may enable Clients to gather the latest
information about new Fixlet messages, new actions, or
new downloads;

0.109 Relays may enable Clients to pass status mes
Sages to the Server including Action results, retrieved
properties, and relevant Fixlet messages.
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0110 Relays may enable Clients to register their last
known IP address so they can be “pinged later if there
is new information to gather.
0111 Relays may enable BigFix Clients to download
patches and other files.
0112. As above, Relays are usually Clients that have that
have been specially configured to function as a Server does, in
addition to their normal functioning as a Client. Thus, like
Clients, Relays themselves can be configured, as described
above, to automatically seek out and connect to the nearest
Relay. In effect, the connecting Relay is choosing its parent in
a Relay hierarchy. Thus, in an embodiment, automatic Relay
selection provides for a Relay that determines its parent Relay
dynamically, so that as the state of the network changes,
different hierarchies and routing paths through the network
are constantly being discovered by Clients and Relays with
out any modification of the hardware or the network topology
and without any input from an administrator. As will be
described in greater detail herein below, the ability of Clients
and Relays to discover routings through the network enables
a multitude of use cases all based on the establishment of

dedicated pathways through the network for particular pur
poses.

Dynamic Download
0113. In an embodiment, Fixlet messages can download
and run specified payloads whose SHA-1 checksums have
been captured at the time the Fixlet is created. Thus, actions
created from such Fixlets will run only the specific executable
that was referred to by the source Fixlet.
0114 Certain applications, however, may involve objects,
updates for which need to be downloaded regularly. In par
ticular, vendors of antivirus software update their antivirus
definitions, occasionally as often as several times per day.
There exists, however, a significant possibility of damage or
attack when downloading a file without knowing exactly
what it is.

0115 While it would be possible to manually download
and deploy the object, manual download would be time- and
labor-intensive to most users of the Platform. What is needed

is a trustworthy way to deploy the latest version of the object,
for example, the latest version of an antivirus engine to Cli
ents that request it. It would be desirable to offer providers of
anti-virus and of spyware, for example, the ability to deploy a
policy Action to tell Agents to periodically update the anti
virus definitions on the Client to the latest version, while

taking advantage of the Relay distribution infrastructure.
0116. Furthermore, it would be desirable to be able to
configure a Client to automatically apply all critical updates
in a particular site. Additionally if would be desirable to
automatically push updated sales lists to field sales laptops, or
to push to push data files to retail locations.
0117. In an embodiment, a Fixlet message is authored and
deployed that instructs a Client to trust an arbitrary piece of
content to run, delegating the responsibility for knowing that
the content is safe to run to a piece of trusted logic on the
Client. In order to request the arbitrary piece of content, the
Client need only Supply certain information about the object,
for example, a unique identifier for the object such as a hash
of the object. Thus, by means of the Fixlet message, any
Client in the system can be configured for this interaction
wherein untrusted content is downloaded to the Client. Any
Client can ask the Relay to retrieve a particular file by pro
viding the file size and the hash of the file. After the informa
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tion is provided, the Relay can mirror the file through, from
the Root Server, from the Internet and back down through the
Relay hierarchy. In an embodiment, the Client knows in
advance what it is asking for. Thus, Dynamic downloading
provides the ability to use relevance clauses to specify URLs.
0118. An embodiment makes use of the Platform's site
signing and distribution capability to flow untrusted content,
such as antivirus definitions, with the ability to merge the
untrusted content from other sources with the assurance to

users that the particular untrusted content can be trusted.
When the content flows down through the Relay infrastruc
ture to the Client, it may be merged with an Action instructing
the Client to run whatever the content tells the Client to run.

0119 Thus, in an embodiment, an object or an item of
content may need to flow down to the Clients in order to be
processed. Trusted software on a Client evaluates the content
and decides the URL, the SHA-1 and size of the file necessary
to update the Client. Then, the URL, the SHA-1 and file size
flow backup from the Clients to the Server. The Server is then
able to produce the specified file, whereupon the file flows
down through the Relays and is executed in the context of
Clients that have been configured to automatically apply an
update policy whenever the SHA-1 changed.
I0120 Thus, it could be that a single piece of content may
contain the information necessary for a piece of antivirus
software to update itself. In addition to that, it could also
contain antivirus definitions, such that a combined Agent
could say, “yes, I need these three files' or a antivirus Agent
could say "I only need this one file.” They could then both
derive the information necessary to specify what file to down
load from the same content feed—the same piece of data that
flowed down from the Server. The choice would then be

conveyed back through the hierarchy to the Server to collect
the appropriate file.
I0121. It will be apparent, that, at the time when a policy is
published, at least some of the information that the policy
concerns itself with may not be static. For example, in the case
of a virus definition file, the information changes whenever a
new version of the virus definition file is published, perhaps as
often as several times per day.
I0122. In an embodiment, an Operator inspects Action
Scripts and approves them for execution on the Client.
ActionScripts may be static, in which case it is a fairly simple
task to inspect them to see which steps will be executed on the
Client. In the case of dynamic content, however, where
dynamic elements change in an ActionScript, the Action
Script uses variables to refer to the dynamic content.
I0123. Additionally, the foregoing approach protects the
confidentiality of customers of the Platform vendor, reassur
ing them that an excessive amount of control has not been
Surrendered to, for example, a software vendor who is pro
ducing the virus definition file.
0.124. In an embodiment, the Client is enabled to look up
the dynamic information indirectly and fill it into the vari
ables. In this way, the Operator is able to inspect the sequence
of instructions as they are to be executed on the Client, allow
ing the Operator to better decide whether or not to trust the
content and to approve the ActionScript.
0.125 One embodiment enables performance of depen
dency resolution, in order to install various pieces of software
and to update that software. Dependency resolution is useful
in the case of an arbitrary collection of software, at least some
items of which depend on other software being installed. Any
particular piece of software might have incompatibilities with
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other pieces of installed software. There may exist require
ments such as if a first piece of Software is updated another
piece will need to be updated. It becomes a quite complicated
process to resolve all those dependencies.
0126 An embodiment of the Dynamic Download appli
cation provides data in the form of a set of packages to a
process on the machine itself that is able to analyze the set of
packages. The process produces a list of URLs, SHA1 check
sums, and sizes that need to be downloaded for the particular
machine in order for it to update to a new version of a package.
That same set of information can be processed by different
computers, and each may arrive at a different answer because
of the software already installed on the machine.
0127. As an example, one could author and rollout an
Action to install the newest version of the Apache Web
Server, for example.
0128. The Action is rolled out to a number of machines.
Each machine may have thereon a data file that defines the set
of URLs, SHA1 checksums and sizes that contains specific
versions of other packages upon which that version of the
Web Server depended for use in extracts the set of other
packages needed to be applied to that machine in order to
update it to the newest version of that Web Server.
0129. Thus, in this case, the ActionScript is written such
that it may use one or both of relevance Substitution and some
local processing of the Client, to look through a large list of
URLs, SHA1 checksums, sizes and dependency information
about what each one of the package requires and is compat
ible with, to determine the set of downloads needed to be
pulled downto this particular machine to execute just that set.
0130. It will be appreciated that a common feature of the
foregoing embodiments of the Dynamic Download Applica
tion is that they are based on knowledge of the context of the
item or items sought. Thus, a requestor doesn't provide justan
address. Instead, the requestor is asked to describe, through a
SHA1 checksums, exactly what is sought, in order for a Relay
to pull it by specifying, at least, the size of the file and the hash
of the file. An additional common feature is the evaluation of

relevance for a particular Client, because each Client may
have different update requirements or download require
mentS.

0131) An embodiment implements the Dynamic Down
load application as shown in FIG. 7. As described above, a
Site is a collection of Fixlets and other content. Custom sites

may contain only internally-sourced content or a combination
of internally- and externally-sourced content. Additionally,
an Integration 705, as shown in FIG. 7 is a site that may
integrate content from a number of sources or providers. For
example, an integration may contain Fixlets from one or more
anti-virus Software manufacturers for downloading anti-virus
updates. Referring now to the drawing, a process 700 for
implementing the Dynamic Download application may
include at least one of the following steps:
I0132) Integration (705) pulls data (1) from the cloud
(702);
I0133) Integration (705) modifies (2) the White-list
(706) on disk:
I0134) Integration (705) adds meta-file (3) to custom site
(704) via Server API:
0.135 Server propagates custom sites (4) to Clients
(710,711);
I0136. Based on Action and meta file, Client 1 (710)
submits request (5, 12) for files with hash “aqZ24” and
bgf39" to Download request plug-in. Relay (709) has
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“aqZ24 in cache, but does not have “bgf39, so it ini
tiates a download request (7) for that file and returns (4)
“aqZ24 available, bgf39 not yet available';
0.137 Client 2 (711) simultaneously submits a request
(8) for file with hash “bgf39”. “bgf39” is already pend
ing, so the Relay (709) simply returns (4) “not yet avail
able';

0138 Relay (709) submits request (7) for “bgf39” to
Root Server (703). Server (703) checks submitted URL
against White-list (706) and determines that the URL is
acceptable. Server initiates download request (8) and
returns “not yet available'.
0.139. Server (703) fetches (9) “bgf39” from the Inter
net;

0140 Server (703) sends (4) “bgf39 available' notifi
cation to all children:

0141 Relay (709) receives “bgf39 available” and
begins fetching (10) “bgf39 from cache of parent;
0142. Relay (709) sends (4) “bgf39 available' notifica
tion to all children (711, 710); a
0143 Both Clients download (11) “bgf39” directly frn
dom parent's cache, and if all Action requirements are
now satisfied, begin running the Action.
0144. As with static downloads, Dynamic Downloads
must specify files with the confirmation of a size or SHA-1.
However, the URL, size, and SHA-1 are allowed to come

from a source outside of the ActionScript. This outside source
may be a manifest containing a changing list of new down
loads. This technique makes it easy to access files that change
quickly or on a schedule. Such as antivirus or security moni
tOrS.

0145 This flexibility entails extra scrutiny. Because any
Client can use Dynamic Downloading to request a file, it
creates an opportunity for people to use the Server to host files
indiscriminately. To prevent this, in an embodiment,
Dynamic Downloading uses a White-list. Any request to
download from a URL (that is not explicitly authorized by use
of a literal URL in the ActionScript) must meet one of the
criteria specified in a White-list of URLs on the Server. In an
embodiment, the White-list may contain one or more regular
expressions in, for example, a Perl regex format, separated by
newlines, such as shown in Table 1, below:
TABLE 1

http://.*\site-a\.com/.*
http://software\site-b\.com/.*
http://downloads...site-c\.com/patches/JustThisOneFile\.qfx

0146 The first line is the least restrictive, allowing any file
at the entire site-a domain to be downloaded. The second line

requires a specific domain host, while the third expression is
most restrictive, limiting the URL to a single file named
“JustThisOneFile.qfx'. The foregoing description of the
White-list is illustrative only and is not intended to be limit
ing. If a requested URL fails to match an entry in the White
list, the download immediately fails, with status NotAvail
able. A note may be made in a Relay log of the URL that failed
to pass. In an embodiment, an empty or non-existent White
list causes all URL downloads to fail. In the other hand, a

White-list entry of “.*” (dot star) allows any URL to be
downloaded. Other methods of composing and formatting a
White-list are consistent with the spirit and scope of the
subject matter described in the attached Claims.
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0147 While the foregoing embodiments describe
Dynamic Downloads either from the Server or from a Relay,
an embodiment permits Relays to download directly from the
Internet. In such a case, a file that the Root Server has already
told the Relay is available can be downloaded directly by the
Relay.
0148. In an embodiment, status reporting for Dynamic
Downloads is integrated with reporting for static downloads,
being displayed side-by-side. In an embodiment, reporting on
any given Action is limited to a configurable number of
Dynamic Downloads, for example, the twenty most recent, in
order to avoid overwhelming an Action document and the
connection between Server and Console.

0149. As described above, the primary key or download
request is the hash and the file size. Thus, in a case of different
download requests for the same hash/file size, with each
request naming a different URL, the second URL is ignored.
Alternatively, if the first URL fails, a request for the second
URL may succeed by changing the URL of the file recorded
on the system.
0150. In the event that a request fails, the Client may re-try
the download by resubmitting the request.
0151. In an embodiment, failures may not be propagated
down to the network. Instead, Console status reporting is
operative to alert the Console Operator of the failure, so that
it can issue a notification to the Client to discontinue sending
a request that has failed a number of times. In an embodiment,
Clients are discouraged from making frequent retry requests
by configuring a long delay interval between retries.
“DownloadRequest Serialization
0152. In an embodiment, DownloadRequests may have a
serialization format as shown below in Table 2:
TABLE 2

<response format version numbers
aid=<Action id or “nulls, hash=<hash as hex or “nulls,
status=<Available' or ...

“DownloadResponse' Serialization
0153. In an embodiment, DownloadResponses may have a
serialization format as shown below in Table 3:
TABLE 3

<response format version numbers
Aid=<Action id or “nulls, index=<download index or “nulls,
hash=<hash as hex or “null, status=<Available' or ...

Requesting Downloads
0154) In an embodiment, Clients and Relays may request
a download from their parents by providing, for example:
O155 SHA-1 of the file;
0156 File size; and
O157 URL of the file.
0158. In an embodiment, the file size and the URL are not
technically necessary. However, the file size reinforces the
SHA-1 mechanism and the URL allows the Server to fetch the

file directly from the Internet without having to check a local
index.
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0159. The file size/SHA-1 uniquely identifies a download
request. If the Server has a matching entry in its cache, the
provided URL does not need to be used. As above, the URL,
in fact may not even match the original URL used to request
the file.

0160. In an embodiment, Clients are provided with the
ability to request an arbitrary URL.
Dynamic Download Cache Model
0.161. In an embodiment, a record of file downloads and
progress is stored in a table that uses FileID as the primary
key. In an embodiment, the URL, the file location and the
status are stored as values.

0162 FIGS. 8 and 9 show state transition diagrams for
Relay (800) and Server (900), respectively. When a Client
issues a download request, the request goes to the Client's
Relay, which then checks the cache for the file.
(0163) If the file exists in the cache (if the state of the
FileID in question is AVAILABLE, the Client is then
instructed to download the file from the FileID's file

location)
(0164. If the Relay does not have the file:
(0165. The Relay creates an entry for the file in the
table, with the state NEW

0166 The Relay then proceeds to make the request to
its parent about the file and changes the state to
REQUEST SUBMITTED:
(0167. The Relay informs the Client that the file is not
yet available;
0.168. The Relay passes on the download request to
its ancestor. When bytes of the file start arriving at the
local Relay, it changes the state to DOWNLOADING.
When the file is finally on the leaf Relay, the state is then
changed to AVAILABLE.
0169. The download request may pass through the
White-list screening at the Server level.
The failure state:

(0170 can be reach from the REQUEST SUBMITTED
state for reasons such as the link being down, and so on;
(0171 can be reached from the DOWNLOADING state
for reasons such as the connection dropping;
0172 means nothing is happening.
0173. In an embodiment, a timeout is configured and
the FAILURE State reverts to a NOT STARTED State

for that file request. Clients then may retry the request
normally.
0.174. In an embodiment, the cache is implemented using
SQLITE. Other embodiments may employ other database
engines that Support in-memory databases and triggers.
Sending Download Notifications
0.175. As above, a download triple consists of SHA-1,
filesize and URL. The URL describes the location of the file

and the SHA-1 and filesize function to verify the file. In an
embodiment, a Client may send a download notification that
includes a list of download triples. The Relay evaluates the
triples and signals the Client when to start the download. This
may be either immediately, if the file is present on the Client’s
Relay parent or after the download to the Relay is complete.
State Serialization

0176 Given two Clients, C1 and C2 and one Relay, R, it
may occur that C1 and C2 request the same file. When the
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download request comes into Relay R, and is processed, a
lock may be held so that only one download request is pro
cessed at a time.

(0177. Example:
(0178 C1 requests a file from R:
(0179 C2 requests the same file;
0180 R grabs lock, processes C1's request first:
0181 if the file is AVAILABLE, R notifies C1 that it
is and begins download;
0182 if not, R makes an entry, marks the file
IN TRANSIT, and passes the download request up to
R's parent;
0183 R releases lock
0.184 R grabs the lock to process C2's request;
0185. R sees that C2 is requesting the same file as C1
and checks the cache to see if it is AVAILABLE. If Cis

request has been filled, the file is already there. If the file
is still IN TRANSIT based on Cis request, R notifies C1
and C2 when the file is available.
0186. R releases lock

In this way, a request lock avoids multiple downloads being
passed up the hierarchy for the same file.
Download Status Reporting
0187. In an embodiment, failures are not propagated to
children. Thus, Clients do not need to be responsible for a
retry, eliminating the necessity for a Client that switches to
another Relay to check an additional state for a file. Instead,
the Client can just do a re-try after a timeout. Such a practice
also aids in Relay failure; thus, if a Relay state is lost, the
default is that the Client eventually requests a re-try.
0188 In order to keep the Relay cache synchronized with
the actual files located on the Relay, on a Relay reboot, all
states mapping to a file download request are removed. Thus,
the cache can rebuild itself by checking what files are actually
on the Relay. Typically, the Relay mailbox contains response
and requests that map to files in the cache with the states NEW
and REQUEST SUBMITTED, respectively. The cache may
either remove partially downloaded files or make a list of
them and add them as files in the cache with state DOWN
LOADING

Distributed Server Architecture (DSA)
0189 An embodiment incorporates a Distributed Server
Architecture. In an embodiment, Distributed Servers do not
download from each other because all Servers areassumed to

have the same level of network connectivity. Additionally,
there is no replication of the Servers’ download caches. In an
embodiment, download White-lists are not replicated. Thus,
they may be manually configured on each Server.
0190. Additionally, Download Requests may succeed and
fail completely independently on different Servers. Because
all of the necessary logic is stored on the Clients and in the
White-list, exchange of information between Servers is ren
dered unnecessary.
Client Implementation
0191 As described above, the Dynamic Download feature
can render the limitation that URLs and SHA-1s be known at

Action creation time unnecessary. With Dynamic Downloads
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it is sufficient that URLs and SHA-1s be computable by the
Clients prior to Action execution. Client processing may be
impacted in at least the following ways:
0.192 Security: The Platform is capable of making
changes to all machines in a deployment in a very short
period of time. With the new ability for Clients to request
arbitrary downloads, it is up to the ActionScript author to
protect users of his actions and to ensure that the down
loads and their SHA-1’s have not been compromised. An
end-to-end authentication mechanism, as described
herein below, which is resistant to man-in-the-middle
attacks, is an effective defense. In an embodiment,

authoring a Dynamic Download ActionScript includes
crafting the Action Such that it authenticates information
before using it, explicitly identifying those steps in the
ActionScript that perform the authentication so that
users of the Action can audit the mechanism before

deciding to trust it.
0193 To facilitate authentication and allow custom
logic to be used to compute download URLs before
the Action becomes active, an embodiment includes

the ability to execute short-lived applications to per
form these functions.

0.194. An embodiment includes a trusted software
component to perform the authentication as an inte

grated part of the update process. An embodiment
includes the ability for an ActionScript author to spe
cifically call out the reliance on the trusted software
component, in a comment, for example.
Download Requests
0.195. When processing an ActionScript containing the
begin pre-fetch block/end pre-fetch block commands, as
shown herein below, a Client can identify files to be down
loaded to a Relay by providing the URL/checksum of each
file. In an embodiment, multiple requests are consolidated by
a Relay into single requests to a parent Relay. Ultimately the
requests arrive at the Root Server. The Root Server then
verifies the URLs through the White-list, and provides the
file, either from its cache or by attempting to download the
file. If the URL produces the appropriate SHA-1 file, the
Relays are then notified of the availability of the files, and they
pull them down if they have descendants that have requested
the file. Agents are notified of the availability of these files, via
a Notification message, which they pull them down if they are
interested.

0196. If a URL/SHA-1 is not available, Agents continue to
request it, until (1) the Action that drove the request is stopped
or (2) the URL/SHA-1 becomes available, or (3) the request
has been made a number of times.

Action Processing Logic
0.197 In an embodiment, the Action language provides an
explicit pre-fetch block of ActionScript to be used to identify
pre-fetch downloads. Actions triggering the dynamic down
load feature may be authored with the pre-fetch block, thus
making it easier to identify pre-fetch Action activity.
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Action Language
0198 The following Action language commands identify
the boundaries of the pre-fetch block:
TABLE 4
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Argument not allowed sha1 =’; and
"Argument is not recognized'.
Command Processing Notes
0201 For example:

begin pre-fetch block
end pre-fetch block

TABLE 8

begin pre-fetch block

A number of commands are allowed within the pre-fetch
block:
TABLE 5
if comment lines and blank lines

Presence identifies new style Action;
One allowed per Action;
Comments and blank lines may precede this command; and
Paired with a matching end pre-fetch block command.

ifielseifelsefendif- properly nested within the pre-fetch

TABLE 9

block.

parameter

end pre-fetch block

Action parameter query - treated as a comment by the Client

Commands allowed within the pre-fetch block that are not

Paired with a begin pre-fetch block command

allowed outside it:
TABLE 10
TABLE 6

add nohash pre-fetch item name=<n-size=<s url=<urls
add pre-fetch item name=<nd shal=<shals size=<size> url=<url
...)

if elseifelsefendilf

Only commands inside true condition pathways are per
formed.

: ...)

collect pre-fetch items
execute pre-fetch plug-in

TABLE 11
add nohash pre-fetch item name=<n-size=<s url=<u>

When processing actions with pre-fetch blocks, certain com
mands should not be used, such as:
TABLE 7
download as

pre-fetch
download (other than download now, which must appear outside the
pre-fetch block)

Command Placement

0199. In addition to the above, when processing actions
with pre-fetch blocks, downloading that is permitted during
Action execution may be triggered by a download now
command. In an embodiment, pre-fetching specifications
may be placed at the top of the ActionScript, thus making it
easier for readers to understand which files are being col
lected.

Syntax Error Messages
(0200 For example:
“Only a single begin pre-fetch block is allowed’’:
“Only comments and blanklines are allowed before pre-fetch
block':
"End pre-fetch block found before begin pre-fetch block':
“Command invalid inside pre-fetch block':
“Command invalid outside pre-fetch block':

"Relevance substitution missing trailing':
"Relevance substitution is not allowed’;

“Missing required argument url=:
“Missing required argument size='':
“Missing required argument shal':

0202 name= is optional;
0203 when specified, <nd is limited to 32 alphanu
meric, -, and non-leading .';
0204 when not specified, name is taken from last
component of URL (after last /);
0205 size= is optional. When specified, progress
information can be more meaningful:
0206 URL is required;
0207 “SHA-1 = is NOT allowed;
0208 keyword=<v> can be in any order, unrecog
nized keywords are a syntax error,
0209 Clients and Relays collect these files by
ActionID/ordinal number;
0210 Relevance substitution not allowed;
0211 Not plural-can specify only a single download;
0212 Server caches download at Action creation time:
0213 Relays collect all these if Client requests any
ordinal files; and
0214 Client will download if command is inside a true
condition block.

add pre-fetch item name=<nd shal=<h size=<s> url=<u> ;...

0215 name= is optional (same handling as in add
nohash pre-fetch item above);
0216 SHA-1, size=', and URL=are required;
0217 keyword=<v> can be in any order and unrecog
nized keywords are ignored;
0218 Clients and Relays collect files by URL/SHA-1;
0219 Relevance substitution is allowed;
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0220. When used, files are NOT cached on Server at
Action creation time;
0221) When used WITHOUT substitution, files are
cached on Server at Action creation time;
0222 Plural-can specify 0 or more pre-fetch items, each
separated by a ;;
0223 Relays only collect files that Clients request;
0224 Clients will only request if inside a true condition
block;
0225. When download items are in a file, one download

item per line, use concatenation ":" of lines of file
<your file>}; and

0226. In cases where a file in a Fixlet site holds the
download information, this command can specify the
file(s) to download.
TABLE 12

execute pre-fetch plug-in “full path to executable to launch'
<rest of line

0227. This command requires the first argument to be
the full path to plug-in that should return very quickly;
0228. Relevance substitution can be specified on this
command;

0229. The remainder of the command line is passed as
arguments to the executable;
0230. If the command takes longer than 2 seconds to
execute, the Client will log a message;
0231. The main thread of the Agent will block for up to
60 seconds while it waits for the command to complete.
The only thing that will interrupt this waiting is a shut
down service request;
0232) If the command takes longer than 60 seconds to
execute, the Client will log a message and disable the
execute pre-fetch plug-in command;
0233. When disabled, all actions that use this command
will not execute until after the Client is restarted;
0234. This command can be used to authenticate con
tent;

0235. This command can be used to execute custom
logic that can leave behind an artifact for Subsequent
add pre-fetch items’ commands;
0236. In the trend integration, this command is used to
execute a program that processes a Server bfini file,
and produces a file containing the set of URLs to be
downloaded;
0237. The exit code of the execute pre-fetch plug-in
application is important as it informs the Client of failure
O SUCCESS

0238 0 Success; and
0239 all other exit codes are treated as failures and
result in a failed Action attempt. For debugging pur
poses, the exit code is logged to the Client log.
TABLE 13

collect pre-fetch items
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0241 Use this command when a downloaded file is
needed in order to compute what additional files should
be downloaded;
0242 Subsequent lines in the ActionScript will not be
executed until all files in the pre-fetch list are collected
and given the names specified;
0243 Each instance of collect download items serves
as a synchronization point to make the Client get all the
files specified so far:
0244 Any files not yet on the Client are requests from
its parent and the Action will wait until those files are
available;
0245. When they are all available and have been down
loaded, the Client re-processes the pre-fetch block again
from the beginning to refresh the set of files it needs:
0246. Any files needed by pre-fetch logic are available
after the collect pre-fetch items command and can be
referenced in their pre-fetch location using the down
load inspectors identified below; and
0247. When the Client processes the end pre-fetch
block command, it collects all files in the pre-fetch
items list before starting the Action.

Client Download Request Mechanics
0248. When a Client builds a download list, if there are
ActionID/ordinal downloads but no URL/SHA-1 downloads,

the Client uses the request mechanism without URL/SHA-1.
If there are any URL/SHA-1 downloads present, it uses the
URL/SHA-1.-based request mechanism, which allows for
ActionID/ordinal requests and URL/SHA-1 requests to be
co-mingled. The Client verifies the signature of the Action
before it does any download pre-fetching calculations from
the ActionScript. If a Relay or Server do not support the
URL/SHA-1 based request mechanism, the Client blocks the
Action from executing.
Inspectors
0249 Several inspectors allow an ActionScript to be writ
ten in a consistent manner that refers to files in the pre-fetch
folder when an Action is not active, and to files in the down
load folder when the Action is active. In an embodiment,
Pre-fetch files are collected to a per-Action-pre-fetch-folder
until the Action is ready to run. They exist in the per-Action
pre-fetch-folder with various names that indicate the progress
of the pre-fetch activities. At various stages in processing
these files may be renamed to the names specified in the
pre-fetch commands. The named versions of the files when
the Action is inactive after every collect pre-fetch items may
be placed into a named folder. Before an Action is run, the
pre-fetch files are moved from the named folder to a Down
load folder of the Action site. When the Action completes,
any files remaining in the Download folder are moved into
the download cache or utility cache and renamed to their
SHA-1.

One or more of the following inspectors can be used to locate
files during the pre-fetch processing or while the Action is
running:
0250

0240 Client interacts with the Relay to request the set
of files specified thus far in the pre-fetch definition
block;

download folder

0251 When the Action is active, this inspector
returns a folder object of the location of the Down
load folder;
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0252. When the Action is not active, this inspector
returns a folder object of the location of the named
per-action-prefetch-folder;
(0253) download path “myfile'
0254. This inspector returns a string containing the
full path to the named file, the file need not exist.
0255 download file “name’
0256 This inspector returns a file object of the speci
fied name in the named folder or the download folder.
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TABLE 14-continued
fi collect above pre-fetch files (needed to compute the url
list)
collect pre-fetch items
if execute trend component: given ini data file, it produces a
file of pre-fetch items.

execute pre-fetch plug-in “download path “tmdl.exe"
?clownloads “{download path “ini’” “download path furllist
assumed to be formatted as lines, each containing name=<n-

sha1=<h size=<s> url=<u>

Client Behavior

0257 Temporal Distribution with Downloads
0258. In an embodiment, the Client asks for a 0 file. Once
the '0' file is available, Clients calculate their time to start,
causing the Relays to collect the file as soon as the first Client
requests it, so that all of the Clients are not downloading at the
same time.

0259. In dynamic download situations, a set of pre-fetch
files identified by a first collect pre-fetch items’ statement is
requested. If no collect pre-fetch items statement is used, the
full set is requested. When they become available, the Clients
calculate their time to start. Once that time to run is reached,

the Client sees if there are more files it needs; if so it requests
them, then it runs. It will not pick a different time to run. The
effect of this is that the Clients that choose an early distribu
tion time trigger any additional files to be downloaded. Thus,
the later Clients do not have to wait for them.

0260 Client Requests Files when All Files Already Avail
able in Cache

0261. In an embodiment, Clients go to their caches before
they ask the Relay if the files are available.
0262 Name Collisions
0263. In an embodiment, Clients run the Action with the
last file with that name in place, regardless of how many other
downloads have the same name.

Sample On-Demand Update Action
0264. This example assumes a version comparison is used
to detect that a change (upgrade or rollback) is necessary.
Other techniques might use Dates, or compute SHA-1’s of
saved versions of a server configuration file to trigger the
update. This is formatted in a fashion that assumes the wizard
constructing it has access to key pieces of information
required to generate the Action.

add pre-fetch item concatenation ":" of lines of download
file “urllist}

end pre-fetch block
if Action is now active, update the pattern files now

waithidden “{download path “tmdl.exe" ?update “{download path
“ini” “{location of download folder.”

Sample Auto-Update Action
0265. This example assumes a version comparison can be
used to detect that the update is necessary. This arrives as a
Fixlet. The values are substituted from a server configuration
file when the Fixlet is authored by an on-demand wizard. In
this situation, Server bfini. PatternVersion, for example, is
read from the Server initialization file when the wizard is used

to create an on-demand update Fixlet. To build this expres
sion, the name of the custom site must be known. The Client

may be configured to know where the auto-update Server bf.
ini and Server bfini come from.
TABLE 1.5

Subject: Update Trend AV pattern files to newest version
x-relevant-when: name of operating system starts with “Win'
x-relevant-when: exists service “TMAUClient.exe and version of
Service “TMAUClient.exe' >= 2
x-relevant-when: version of Client >= “7.1.5

x-relevant-when: value of setting “TMAVAUEnabled of site = “1”
x-relevant-when: <Server bfini. PatternVersion is greater than
<VersionInstalledExpression

fi ActionScript to update automatically to whatever ini file in
custom site specifies
begin pre-fetch block

parameter “ini'-pathname of file “Server bfini’ of Client

Subject: Update Trend AV pattern files to version

folder of site (value of setting “TMAVCustomSite') i? pre-fetch
the trend component that provides the download list
add pre-fetch item name=timdl.exe shal=123 size=12
url=http://trend downloadstmav get d list.exe
fi collect above pre-fetch files (needed to compute the url
list)
collect pre-fetch items
if execute trend component that given the ini data file,
produces a list pre-fetch items

<Server bfiniPatternVersion
Date: <Server bfini. Release Date

execute pre-fetch plug-in "{download path "tmdl.exe"."
?clownloads “{parameter “ini” “{download path “urllist’”

x-relevant-when: name of operating system starts with “Win'

furllist assumed to be formatted as lines, each containing

x-relevant-when: exists service “TMAUClient.exe and version of
Service “TMAUClient.exe' >= 2
x-relevant-when: version of Client >= “7.1.5

add pre-fetch item concatentation ":" of lines of download
file “urllist}

TABLE 1.4

x-relevant-when: setting “TMAVAUEnabled of site = “O'”
x-relevant-when: <Server bfini. PatternVersion is greater than
<Version InstalledExpression
fi ActionScript to update to pattern files to version
<Server bfiniPatternVersion

begin pre-fetch block
fi pre-fetch the Server bfini
add pre-fetch item name=ini shal=<Server bfini. Sha1->
size=<Server bfini. Size> url=<Server bfini.URL>

fi pre-fetch the trend component that produces the download list
and updates the pattern files
add pre-fetch item name=timdl.exe shal=123 size=12
url=http://trend downloadstmav get d list.exe

name=<n sha1=<h size=<s- url=<url

end pre-fetch block
if Action is now active, update the pattern files now

waithidden “{download path “tmdl.exe" ?update “parameter
“ini” “{location of download folder.”

Client Credential Security Model
0266. In an embodiment, the Platform provides a security
model having at least the following capabilities:
0267 Clients cantrust content received from the Server.
All commands and questions that Clients receive are
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signed by a key that can ultimately be verified against a
public key that is distributed to all Clients at install time;
and

0268 Clients can submit reports to the Server without
risk of Snooping. The Client can choose to encrypt the
reports it sends up to the Server, so that no attacker can
see what the report contains.
0269. In the foregoing approach, Clients are assigned
unique identifiers when they register. Any entity, Such as a
machine or network, that requests a registration interaction
with the Server is issued a unique identifier and is trusted.
Many of the properties associated with a particular Client that
can be viewed by an operator by way of the UI to the Console
are aligned with that Client based on that identifier that was
handed out at the time of registration. Accordingly, the fore
going approach provides strong authentication of the Server
and the Administrators by the endpoints (Clients). That is,
whenevera Client receives a command from an Administra

tor, the Client knows exactly who issued it by virtue of the
strong cryptographic mechanisms. Additionally, the channel
can be encrypted through strong cryptographic mechanisms.
However, information flowing in the opposite directions,
from endpoints (Clients) into the system, is not authenticated
because there previously has not existed a reliable way to
authenticate the endpoints. Not being able to reliably authen
ticate an endpoint may provide an opportunity for Such
attacks as spoofing, in which a person or program Success
fully masquerades as another by falsifying data and thereby
gaining Some illegitimate advantage.
0270. There exist, for example, simple techniques that
attackers use to spoof information, Such that the Console
would display the spoofed information as if it were genuine—
as if it was coming from the particular Client associated to a
particular Client identifier. A Client authentication mecha
nism, in which a cryptographic credential is established on
each Client (endpoint), provides a much stronger, more
robust security model that greatly minimizes the risk of
spoofing attacks.
0271. In an embodiment, the Client Authentication
mechanism extends the previous security model to include a
mirror image of the above-mentioned capabilities:
0272 Clients sign every report submitted to the Server,
which is able to verify that the report does not come from
an attacker; and
0273 Servers can send data to Clients without risk of
Snooping. The Server can encrypt data that it sends to a
Client so that no attacker can see what data is being sent

installer has the right to tell the Server to trust the Client,
because the installer may be unknown. For example, the
installer may be an attacker installing a new Client on
his/her own machine, pretending to be some other
SOUC.

0277. A solution to the above challenges allows anyone to
enter the system and generate a new identity and builds trust
from that starting point, unlike conventional security systems,
which specifically require that a new resource be explicitly
joined to the system by an Administrator. Referring now to
FIG. 10, at Initial Registration, a Client produces a public/
private key pair. The Server then grants a unique Computer ID
which the Server associates to public key. Thus, after regis
tration, the Computer ID and the public key are associated to
the particular unique Client.
0278 Assuming that the private key created on the Client
is not distributed to any other devices, it can authenticate
content coming from that Client, making it possible to verify
any messages sent from the Client.
0279. Overview
0280. In an embodiment, a cryptographic protocol. Such as
OPENSSL is employed to create public/private key pairs for
each new Client in a deployment. When a Client initially
registers, it Submits a public key with a request that the key be
associated to a new computer ID. The response to the Client
request, in turn, is signed with a key that can be authenticated
by the Client. Thus, the Client may not be deceived, thinking
that it has registered with the root directly with a Root Server
when it has, in fact, registered through a malicious middle
man who has switched the public key submitted to the Root.
The Root Server stores the Client's public key in a map of
computer IDs to public keys. The key remains associated with
the ID for the life of the ID.

0281. On subsequent interactions, reports or file uploads,
for example, the Client signs the interaction with its private
key. When the Root Server receives a report, before updating
the data for the computer ID provided, it verifies that the
report is signed by a key that matches the public key on file for
that ID.

0282. To send secure data to a Client, the Root Server
exposes APIs, for example, by way of the database or SOAP
(simple object access protocol), that allow lookup of public
keys given a computer ID. In an embodiment, the data is
trusted, to assure that the data gets encrypted against the
intended target, and not a maliciously-inserted target. In an
embodiment, database security and/or signing the data pro
vide a sufficient degree of trust. Given the public key, any
program can encrypt data and provide to the Client howeverit

to the Client.
While such a model is well-suited to a use case in which

wishes.

Clients send reports to the Server, it is also applicable to
various use cases in which Clients authenticate each other in

Details of the Client Authentication Mechanism:

a similar way.
0274 The foregoing embodiments of the security model
present complementary challenges:
0275. The first approach involves generation of a single
private/public key pair and distribution of many copies
of the public key. Additionally, at install time, the
installer naturally has the right to tell a Client to trust a

Client Data:

Server because the installer has control over the Client;
and

0276. The Client Authentication mechanism involves
generation of many private/public key pairs and wide
distribution of each of the many public keys. Addition
ally, there exists no immediate way to prove that an

(0283) Public key:
0284. Private key:
0285 Computer ID:
0286 Registration interaction number; and
(0287 Report number.
(0288 Server Data (per Client):
0289 Public key:
0290 Computer ID:
0291 Registration interaction number;
0292 Report number; and
0293 Reject this Computer ID.
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0294 Shown in FIG. 10, if Client Computer ID=0 or if
Client public/private key pair is missing or non-func
tional:

0295
0296
0297
0298

Begin registration;
Create public/private key pair;
Set registration interaction number to 0:
Send computer ID=0, public key, registration

interaction number,

0299 Receive computer ID:
0300 Registration success, begin normal process
ing:
0301 Receive public key in use:
0302 Go back to begin registration.
0303. If Client Computer ID =0, and public/private key
pair is functional:
0304 Subsequent registration:
0305 Increment registration interaction number;
(0306 Send computer ID, Public key, and
encrypted registration number,
0307 Receive computer ID:
0308 Registration success begin normal pro
cessing:
(0309 Receive clone detected, set computer ID
to 0, go to Begin Registration.
0310. If Server Registration Request with Computer
ID=O:

0311. If Public key already in use, reject registration by
telling Client public key is in use:
0312. Otherwise:
0313 Allocate a new Computer ID that is unique;
0314 Store a new computer record containing Com
puter ID, Public key, Registration interaction num
ber–0, report number–0, reject this computer
ID=false;

0315 Send Computer ID.
0316. If Subsequent Server Registration Request with
Computer ID=0 (FIG. 11):
0317 Receive Computer ID, Public key and encrypted
Registration interaction number,
0318 Reject if cannot decrypt Registration interaction
number with Public key provided;
0319 Look up Computer ID record;
0320 If not found:
0321 Store a new computer record containing the
Computer ID, Public key, Registration interaction
number decrypted, report number–0, reject this
computer ID=false;
0322 Send Computer ID:
0323 else
0324 if (decrypted Registration interaction
numbers stored value);
0325 This is a valid subsequent Registration
attempt;

0326 else
0327 this is a clone or replay attack;
0328 send back a message encrypted with public
key provided;
0329 Receive response proving it is a clone (it has
the private key);
0330. If it is a clone:
0331. Set reject this Computer ID=true:
0332 Tell clone to reset itself (use a Computer
ID=0);
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0333 Else:
0334 inform sender that Registration failed.
0335 Client report
0336. After preparing report (with report number and
Computer ID embedded):
0337 Compute SHA-1 of report:
0338 Encrypt SHA-1 of report using private key:
0339 Tack encrypted SHA-1 to end of report.
(0340 Server Report
0341 When receiving report:
(0342 Compute SHA-1 of report:
0343 Read Computer ID from report headers;
0344 Look up public key of this Client;
0345. If not found, reject report;
(0346 Decrypt SHA-1;
0347 if SHA-1s match, process report into database.
0348. The person of ordinary skill will notice that the
foregoing embodiments employ the SHA-1 cryptographic
hash algorithm. Other embodiments may incorporate other
cryptographic hash algorithms such as MD4. MD5, SHA-0.
SHA-2 or SHA-3.

0349. As shown in FIG. 12, it is apparent that, after a
Client registers, barring the circumstance that the Client's
private key is somehow installed on another machine, the
foregoing Client Authentication model provides a high
degree of certainty in Subsequent interactions that the Client
is authentic, that it is who it says it is.
0350. In addition, the foregoing model also provides a
mechanism for doing clone detection, in the event that a key
does become compromised. The cloning detection, when it
detects a cloned key during a registration attempt, invalidates
the Computer ID associated with the cloned key. Subse
quently, the Client must generate a new key pair and begin the
registration process anew, thus enabling the detection of key
reuse by a different party.
0351. It will be appreciated that the level of trust estab
lished by the foregoing Client Authentication model may be
raised through combination with other authentication mecha
nisms. For example, a higher level of trust may beachieved by
establishing a second data pathway to secure a confirmation;
for example, by requiring the registering party to confirm that
they, in fact, are the registering party by email. Alternatively,
a higher level of trust may be established if a Client is able to
authenticate through a Server's active directory, or if the
Client and Server can exchange keys via a protocol Such as
SSH (secure shell). A still higher level of trust may be
achieved through by physically verifying that the machine's
credentials can be trusted; for example by having an operator
access the machine and Verify the public key. Additionally,
Clients accorded varying levels of trust may be identified in
the Console interface. For example, Clients accorded the
primary trust level are grouped together in one region of the
display, while Clients accorded the highest trust level are
grouped together in another region of the display.
0352 While the foregoing Client Authentication model
has been discussed primarily in connection with Client/
Server interactions, the model also finds application in inter
actions between Client, for example a clustering relationship
involving a number of endpoints.
0353. Additionally, while the Client Authentication model
has been discussed primarily in connection with Client/
Server interaction, in an embodiment, it may also play a role
in interactions between a Relay and a Client. As described
above, Relays are typically Clients that have been addition
ally configured to behave as a Server. Accordingly, because a
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Relay is also a Client, the Relay can also be issued authenti
cation credentials like a Client. By authenticating the Relay, a
Client knows that it is talking to a Relay, thus providing
additional protection against Snooping attacks, such as man
in-the-middle attacks.

0354 An embodiment of the Client Authentication model
finds application in the sending of a password down the
hierarchy to a Client from the Server. It is a common IT
management task to reset the password on a Client. Conven
tionally, a password, when it is sent to a Client is scrambled.
The Client is then given a utility to unscramble the password.
However, giving the Client the unscramble utility, in essence,
gives it to the rest of the world. Thus, even though the
scrambled password is not plaintext, it is not secure. There
exists, therefore a great need for a secure way to send a
password downto a Client. Because the Client Authentication
model includes a key pair for the Client, the password can be
encrypted using the Client’s public key, which is then pushed
to the Client. Because only the Client has the private key, only
the Client can decrypt the password.
Direct Connect

0355 As above, an embodiment of the Platform provides
the ability to facilitate a connection between a Console opera
tor and a remote computer, as shown in FIG. 13, where a
Console 1301 is connected to Client A1304 through the Root
Server 3102 and Relay A1303. This capability enables a
multitude of use cases, many of which fall into one of the
below categories:
0356 Remote control involves leveraging the infra
structure to reach out and establish a synchronous
encrypted tunnel between a Console operator and an
endpoint, even across NAT (network address transla
tion) translation, personal firewalls, and so on;
0357 Mailboxing: Building a secured channel for asyn
chronously sending messages to individual machines.
0358 Among the use cases are:
0359 Remote “OnA': using the connection as a remote
Fixlet debugger,
0360 Remote Desktop: remote Shell/SSH (secure
shell)/VNC (virtual network computing);
0361 Password mailboxing;
0362 VPRO (INTEL Corporation, Santa Clara Calif.)
tunneling:
0363 File discovery/sharing; and
0364 On-the-fly VPN (virtual private network): allow
ance for SMB (Server message block) sharing:
0365 Connecting “Users” and “Computer IDs to auto
matically provide privileges to connect to a set of other
computers;

0366 Anti-virus management: a Console plug-in syn
chronously opens a connection to a Client (endpoint)
and transfers the log from the Client up to the Console.
0367 Using the Platform to establish either synchronous
or asynchronous one-to-one connections between the Con
sole and a Client readily circumvents a host of restrictions
imposed by network topology. For example, the Relay hier
archy readily allows penetration of NAT (network address
translation) protocols—a technique that allows a number of
machines to share a single IP address from the outside world's
perspective—so that it is possible, assuming that a Relay
exists behind the NAT, to communicate with Clients behind
the NAT.
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0368 One embodiment enables routing through the infra
structure into a Relay inside a Subnet and then allowing the
last leg of communication to take place over an IP address that
can directly connect to the target machine.
0369. The Relay hierarchy and the Relay hierarchy dis
covery mechanisms that employ hop count as a measure of
Relay Suitability for a machine to connect to greatly simpli
fies the configuration of routes through the hierarchy. Upon
registering with the most suitable Relay by a Client, not only
is a connection established with the Relay, but through the
Relay all the way up to the Server, Such that messages can
then be forwarded down the pathway to the particular Client.
0370. In an embodiment, the present Direct Connect
methodology uses the pathway to establish a connection. For
example, a rendezvous technique may wake up the target
machine, inform it that a direct connection is requested and
inform the target of the network topology or pathway to use to
connect. In an embodiment, it is possible to directly connect
across a network.

0371. In an embodiment, the Relay infrastructure may be
used as a communication mechanism to triggera rendezvous,
and Subsequently to facilitate communications by keeping
sockets open in both directions with all of the internet Relays
handing off traffic in both connections as packets flow
between the two. For example, the Relay infrastructure can be
used with certain distributed computing applications wherein
a connection is opened up between two ports that wouldn't
otherwise be able to connect; the connecting Server can then
step out of the middle, so there is no longer any Server
involvement.

0372. In an embodiment, as shown in FIG. 14, a direct
connection 1400 between two Clients (1401, 1404) may
involve two points (1402, 1403) in the Relay hierarchy, with
out involving the Server at all. For example, in the case of a
user who is logged into the same network in two different
parts of the world, via direct connection between the two
machines, it is possible to allow then for the machines to
interact with each other.

0373) In an embodiment, by means of a user interface
displayed on the desktop of each Client in the network, the
user is able to specify a machine that the user would like to
connect to and initiate a connection, for example, with a
simple mouse click, triggering an activity that, behind the
seasons, makes the connection available to the Client.

0374. In an embodiment, a Relay may be used to provide
an execution environment for other functions inside a con

tainer, thus providing a place in which Server functionalities
can be made more widely available to Clients on the network.
0375. In an embodiment, Relays may be used to host soft
ware depositories, for example Software updates, so that the
updates could be readily flowed to any Relay that has been
configured to host the updates.
0376. In an embodiment, Relays may be used to host com
putational entities such as distributed pattern databases that
ideally are scattered throughout the enterprise.
0377 Additionally, Relays may be used to host computa
tional entities such as virtual environments to give the Relay
cross-Platform capability, allowing it to run software for any
operating system.
0378. In an embodiment Relays can be designated as pro
cessing points for a variety of computational tasks.
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0379. In an embodiment, Relays can provide a direct con
nection from a management point to an end point, thus
enabling management technologies such as VPRO.
Wake-on-LAN

0380 Wake-on-LAN is a computer networking standard
that allows a computer to be turned on or woken up by a
network message. Conventionally, the wake-up message is
referred to as a “magic packet, for example, a broadcast
frame containing within its payload 6 bytes of 255 with all
bits set to the on position, followed by sixteen repetitions of
the target computer's MAC address. Thus, the challenge is to
direct a magic packet down to a target computer to wake it up.
However, the magic packets used by Wake-on-LAN have the
special property that they only work if they are broadcast
within a subnet. Additionally, most networks do not permit
sending a broadcast packet to other Subnets because they can
be easily abused to launch, for example, SMURF attacks.
0381 To circumvent the limitations involved in using a
magic packet to wake up a computer, the Relay infrastructure
herein described is used to find a way to route a broadcast
packet down from any central point within the system, from
the management Console, from within an integration point, to
any computer that exists within the system by taking advan
tage of the fact that, when a Client registers with its Relay, up
to the root Server, the Client sends up a list of the interfaces
that it knows it has to communicate with, what subnets they're
in, and what their MAC addresses are. As above, the MAC

(media access control) address is the address used for these
wakeup commands. Thus, whenevera Client talks to a Relay,
it sends up information saying “Here's where I am and here's
how you can get in contact with me.”
0382. The Relay retains this information, passing it up
through the hierarchy all the way to the root, so that at the root
of the deployment, an Administrator is able to readily deter
mine what Subnet a target computer occupies. The adminis
trator next needs to find some other computer that is awake in
the target computer's Subnet that can broadcast the magic
packet to the target computer. Because the Relay hierarchy
has collected all of the necessary information for the Admin
istrator, he/she knows of, for example, eighty computers that
are all on the same Subnet as the target computer, and they
may be reporting in to, for example, two different Relays.
0383. The administrator may then send a message down
through the Relays, to reach the two target Relays which
know how to contact the target's subnet, and they both then
send out messages to all of the target's peers, requesting that
the target be woken up. The Clients are configured to listen for
the UDP messages sent out by the Relays asking that the
target be woken up. When a Client hears one, it immediately
broadcasts one of these Wake-on-LAN messages to the target
computer.

0384 Thus, unlike the conventional approach, which usu
ally requires that a computer be designated in each subnet that
must be powered-on at all times to provide a point of com
munication, all of the computers in the target Subnet are told
to wake-up the target machine. It is highly likely, that out of
all of the computers in the target subnet, at least one will be
found that is powered-on and can issue a Wake-on-LAN
message to the target computer. Because the requirement of a
single point of communication has been eliminated, the net
work is considerably more robust, and easier to consider.
0385. The Clients send out the magic packet on the same
interface they're already listening on and they see when other
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Clients start sending out the same packet. The Clients stop
sending immediately when they see this duplicate traffic, so
there is a likelihood of a small amount of duplicate traffic, but
in the event of duplicate traffic, the Clients elect among them
selves which Client will broadcast the magic packet. All
Clients that elect to wait a while are silent the next time they
See a forwarding request until, a period of time elapses, for
example, a second. If they see that Client queried hasn't
responded, for example, because it was powered-off, the next
Client in line will try.
0386 The election process uses a technique that relies on
a unique computer ID and a comparison operation that each
computer can use to decide whether or not it should take
precedence over the other computers. Any individual com
puter observing all the UDP traffic to wake up a particular
machine in the subnet can decide whether or not it should take

precedence. That is, it should be the one who should take
precedence in that subnet versus the other ones. Thus, the
Client that takes precedence prevails and takes over. The other
Clients stay out of the way unless they detect that the desig
nated computer isn't performing its tasks, in which case they
also chime in again and again. Whoever becomes dominant is
controlled by the ordering of the individual machines accord
ing to the machines unique identities. Thus, there is a built-in
technique where the Clients do this election process based on
a unique identifier and a colation order for determining pre
cedence.

0387. It should be noted that a Relay is generally a Client
also, so that, as long as it fulfills the requirement of being in
the same Subnet as the target computer, a Relay could be the
one to wake-up the target computer.
0388. In view of the foregoing discussion, it will be appar
ent that the broadcast packet, within the context of the subnet,
is actually a broadcast type of communication. The other
messages that are actually happening inside of the system are
directed messages. So what's flowing down through the
Relay hierarchy after some user says “I want to wake up Bob's
machine', is not a broadcast. It is instead directed to the

particular machines that are in that Subnet that this particular
machine reported that it was a member of
0389. The target machine resides inside a particular sub
net; and so its peers within the subnet are notified through
directed mechanisms saying “if you're in this Subnet—you
should wake up Bob (the target machine), with his MAC
address and so on. Each peer constructs the magic packet with
that information, and they tag it with the unique identifier that
allows them and their peers to coordinate who's in charge of
that Subnet and delivering that message. And then they trans
form it into a broadcast message within the Subnet
0390 Thus, a fundamental advantage of the Relays and
the Relay hierarchy herein described is that any computer in
the system can be contacted through the Relay hierarchy.
Unlike conventional network topologies, of for example, 100,
000 machines, wherein each computer has an IP address and
routes may exist between all of them, but many of those
machines are not allowed to contact each other, or they are
prevented from contacting each other because of the presence
of firewalls, network segmenting, and so on.
0391 The discovered routing that is established as a result
of Relays and the automatic Relay selection makes it possible
to reuse that routing to get a message back down to the
computer. In fact, it is possible to find a routing between any
two computers the administrator might want to talk to. By
starting with a Relay and forwarding from one machine to a
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next until a message reaches the target, the Administrator can
get a message through. Thus, it is to be appreciated that the
Platform, in addition to providing the one-to-many commu
nication of a broadcast system, allows direct one-to-one com
munication between any two machines within a network
topology under management via the Platform.
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3. The method of claim 2, wherein said at least one Root

Server comprises a computational device programmed to pro
vide a control center and repository for system configuration
data, Software updates and patches and other management
information;

wherein said Console comprises an operations control cen
ter for administrators that runs from the Server wherein

Asset Network Mapping
0392. In an embodiment, an Asset NetworkMap, as shown
in FIG. 15, aggregates information, collected by the Relay
selection algorithm, revealing the gateways between a com
puter and the Relay it talks to, the number of hops, along with

said console includes graphical displays of device,
group, and enterprise-wide device status and dashboards
for executing management actions through the infra
structure and wherein said Console includes reporting
functions and templates that enable graphical and tabu

information it has about the bandwidth between those links,

wherein said at least one Relay comprises a non-dedicated
computational device running Relay Software as a
shared service that acts as a concentration point for
Fixlet messages on said infrastructure and reduces net
work bandwidth requirements for distribution of at least
one of software, patches, updates and said Fixlet mes

and creates a visual mapping of the information. In some
cases, hundreds of thousands of lines of data are aggregated to
form a map that gives the Operator a visual representation of
his/her network. In its basic form, the information comprises
a multitude of points, representing gateways and lines, rep
resenting routes.
0393. The aggregated data is rendered as a human readable
graph using, for example, a force-directed algorithm, Such as
a spring algorithm. Additionally, the Operator can apply vari
ous filters to the data in order to create a map that highlights
particular aspects of the data. For example, the Operator may
specify that the link between a Relay and a Client should be
300 kilobytes/second.
0394 While the Network Asset map can display historical
data, in an embodiment it can be updated in real-time as the
network infrastructure changes. Thus, the Network Asset
Map can function to display data even as it is being generated.
In this way, network traffic can be depicted visually, in real
time, so that the Operator, can, for example, detect, even as it
is happening, that aparticular area of the network is becoming
overloaded.

0395. In the foregoing specification, the invention has
been described with reference to specific exemplary embodi
ments thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modi

fications and changes may be made thereto without departing
from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth
in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,
accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative sense rather than
a restrictive sense.

1. In a policy-based network management and communi
cation infrastructure, a computer-implemented method of
providing one-to-one communication between networked
computational devices comprising the steps of:
at least one computational device automatically discover
ing at least one parent computational device and regis
tering at least its location with said discovered parent
computational device to form a discovered hierarchy of
computational devices;
a first computational device automatically discovering at
least one routing path through said discovered hierarchy
to a second computational device; and
said first and second computational devices communicat
ing with each other via said discovered routing path.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said infrastructure
includes at least one of:

at least one Root Server;
at least one Console;

Zero or more Relays; and
Zero or more proxy agents; and
at least one Client.

lar views of infrastructure status;

Sages:

wherein said at least one Client comprises an endpoint
device in said network executing an Agent, said Agent
comprising Software that acts as a universal policy
engine capable of delivering multiple management Ser
vices that includes at least one of Client status reporting,
patch and Software distribution, and security policy
enforcement.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said step of at least one
computational device automatically discovering at least one
parent computational device and registering at least its loca
tion with said discovered parent computational device to form
a discovered hierarchy of computational devices comprises
the steps of:
a Client determining if a Relay is in said Client's subnet by
pinging Relays having a TTL (time-to-live) of 1 and,
responsive to no detection of a Relay, incrementing the
TTL value and pinging until at least on Relay is detected;
responsive to detection of a Relay, said Client attempting
registration with said detected Relay;
responsive to Successful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client using said Relay as a parent device;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client continuing to increment TTL and
pinging until a Relay is detected and registration is suc
cessful or until TTL is incremented to a predetermined
value;

responsive to no Relay being detected, said Client attempt
ing to register with a Failover Relay;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Failover
Relay, said Client attempting to Register with a Server;
and

responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Server,
said Client attempting detection of a Relay again after
elapse of a predetermined MinRetry period.
5. The method of claim 4, wherein said step of attempting
to register with a Failover Relay comprises the steps of:
said Client attempting to interact with a Relay;
responsive to a failure of said interaction, said Client Sav
ing time of said failure and attempting said interaction a
second time;

responsive to said second failure, attempting said interac
tion after a predetermined ResistFailure time elapses,
said ResistFailure time starting at said saved time of
Failure;
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responsive to a failure following said ResistFailure time
expiration, said Client initiating an automatic Relay
Selection procedure.
6. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of:
said infrastructure providing means for credentialing a Cli
ent using a symmetric key pair in order to protect said
Client and its parents from Snooping attacks;
a Server signing and sending content down said hierarchy
to a predetermined Client;
a predetermined Client encrypting and sending content up
said hierarchy to a Server;
a predetermined Client signing and sending content to a
Server; and

a Server encrypting and sending content down said hierar
chy to said predetermined Client;
a first predetermined Client and a second predetermined
Client exchanging content that has been one or both of
signed and encrypted.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the step of said infra
structure providing means for credentialing a Client using a
symmetric key pair comprises the steps of
a Server generating a private/public key pair and distribut
ing copies of said public key to a plurality of Clients in
said network;

a plurality of Clients each generating a public/private key
pair and distributing a plurality of copies of said Client
generated key to parent devices and peer devices on said
network.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of:
A Server granting a predetermined Client a unique Com
puterID and associating said unique ComputerID to said
public key generated and distributed by said predeter

12. The method of claim 7, further comprising the step of:
a Server sending an encrypted password down said hierar
chy to a Client, wherein said Client decrypts said pass
word prior to use.
13. The method of claim 3, wherein said step of either of
said first and second computational devices establishing com
munication with the other of said first and second computa
tional devices via said discovered routing path comprises the
step of:
said Console connecting to a predetermined Client via one
or both of at least one Server and at least one Relay.
14. The method of claim 13, further comprising any of the
steps of:
establishing a synchronous encrypted tunnel between said
Console and said Client;

building a secured channel for asynchronously sending
messages to individual Clients from said Console;
creating an on-the-fly VPN (virtual private network);
enabling one or both of file discovery and file sharing over
a synchronous connection;
mailboxing passwords over an asynchronous connection;
establishing a remote desktop on a Client from a Console;
remotely debugging Actions;
connecting Users and ComputerIDs to automatically pro
vide privileges to connect to a set of other computers;
synchronously opening a connection to a Client and trans
ferring logs from the Client up to the Console;
routing through the infrastructure into a Relay inside a
Subnet and then allowing the last leg of communication
to take place over an IP address that can directly connect
to the target machine; and
establishing a direct connection between a first Client and
a second Client.

mined Client;

said Client signing content originating from said Client
with said private key generated by said predetermined
Client;

responsive to a Server receiving said signed content from
said predetermined Client, prior to update of said con
tent, said Server verifying that said signed content is
signed by a key that matches a public key associated to a
ComputerID granted to said predetermined Client.
9. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of:
a Server looking up a public key associated with a prede
termined ComputerID; and one or both of the steps of:
said Server signing content to be sent to the Client corre
sponding to said predetermined ComputerID, and
said Server using said public key associated with said pre
determined ComputerID to encrypt said signed content
for sending to said Client corresponding to said prede
termined ComputerID.
10. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of:
A Client registering with a Server, wherein said Client
sends said public key to its Server;
responsive to detection of a cloned key, said Server invali
dating a ComputerID associated to said cloned key; and
said Server requiring said Client granted said ComputerID
to generate a new key pair.
11. The method of claim 7, further comprising either of the
steps of:
a first Client and a second Client authenticating content
exchanged with each other,
and a Client and a Relay authenticating content exchanged
with each other.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising the steps
of:

routing a broadcast packet from said Console to a target
computer in said network in order to wake-up said target
computer.

16. The method of claim 15, said step of routing abroadcast
packet from said Console to a predetermined computer in said
network in order to wake-up said computer comprising at
least one of the following steps:
said Console using Client MAC (media access control)
addresses provided at registration to identify Clients
occupying the same Subnet as said target Client;
said Console sending at least one message down through
said hierarchy to contact at least one Relay that is able to
contact said target's Subnet;
said at least one contacted Relay broadcasting messages to
peers of said target, requesting that said target be woken
up;

at least one of said peers listening for messages sent out by
said Relays and detecting said request messages and said
sending wake-up message to said target;
each of said Peers listening for duplicate traffic and sus
pending broadcast upon detection of said duplicate traf
fic.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein said step of each of
said Peers listening for duplicate traffic and Suspending
broadcast upon detection of said duplicate traffic comprises
the step of:
said peers deciding which peer should take precedence
over the remaining peers based a unique computer ID
and a coalition order for determining precedence.
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18. The method of claim 3, wherein said step of either of
said first and second computational devices establishing com
munication with the other of said first and second computa
tional devices via said discovered routing path comprises the
steps of:
deploying at least one Fixlet message to at least one Client
that instructs said at least one Client to trust an arbitrary
piece of content to run, so that responsibility for know
ing that the content is safe to run is delegated to a trusted
piece of software on said at least one Client;
said Client identifying said arbitrary piece of content
according to file size and hash;
said Client requesting a Relay to provide said identified
piece of content by providing said file size and said hash;
and

said Relay mirroring said requested piece of content back
down through said hierarchy to said Client.
19. The method of claim 18, further comprising the step of:
merging said mirrored content with an Action instructing said
Client to run whatever the content tells said Client to run.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein said content com

prises dynamic content that changes and is updated fre
quently so that it is not known at the time of policy creation.
21. The method of claim 20, wherein said dynamic content
comprises updates to anti-virus and spyware definitions.
22. The method of claim 18, comprising the steps of:
using variables to refer to said content in ActionScripts,
wherein said Client is enable to look up dynamic infor
mation indirectly and fill it into said variables.
23. The method of claim 20, further comprising the step of
determining dependency resolution in order to install various
pieces of software in an arbitrary collection of software, at
least some items of which depend on other software being
installed.

24. The method of claim 20, further comprising the step of
providing data in the form of a set of packages to a process on
a Client itself that is able to analyze the set of packages,
wherein said process produces a list of URLs, hashes, and
sizes that need to be downloaded for the particular machine in
order for it to update to a new version of a package.
25. The method of claim 24, wherein any request to down
load from a URL that is not explicitly authorized is checked
against a white-list of URLs and must meet at least one of the
criteria specified in said white-list.
26. A platform for providing one-to-one communication
between networked computational devices in a policy-based
network management and communication infrastructure,
comprising:
at least one computational device programmed for auto
matically discovering at least one parent computational
device and registering at least its location with said dis
covered parent computational device to form a discov
ered hierarchy of computational devices;
a first computational device programmed for automatically
discovering at least one routing path through said dis
covered hierarchy to a second computational device; and
said first and second computational devices programmed
for establishing communication with the other of said
first and second computational devices via said discov
ered routing path.
27. The platform of claim 26, wherein said infrastructure
includes at least one of:

at least one Root Server;
at least one Console;
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at least one Relay; and
at least one Client.

28. The platform of claim 27, wherein said at least one Root
Server comprises a computational device programmed to pro
vide a control center and repository for system configuration
data, Software updates and patches and other management
information;

wherein said Console comprises an operations control cen
ter for administrators that runs from the Server wherein

said console includes graphical displays of device,
group, and enterprise-wide device status and dashboards
for executing management actions through the infra
structure and wherein said Console includes reporting
functions and templates that enable graphical and tabu
lar views of infrastructure status;

wherein said at least one Relay comprises a non-dedicated
computational device running Relay Software as a
shared service that acts as a concentration point for
Fixlet messages on said infrastructure and reduces net
work bandwidth requirements for distribution of at least
one of software, patches, updates and said Fixlet mes
Sages:

wherein said at least one Client comprises an endpoint
device in said network executing an Agent, said Agent
comprising Software that acts as a universal policy
engine capable of delivering multiple management Ser
vices that includes at least one of Client status reporting,
patch and Software distribution, and security policy
enforcement.

29. The platform of claim 28, wherein said at least one
computational device programmed for automatically discov
ering at least one parent computational device and registering
at least its location with said discovered parent computational
device to form a discovered hierarchy of computational
devices comprises:
a Client programmed for determining if a Relay is in said
Client's Subnet by pinging Relays having a TTL (time
to-live) of 1 and, responsive to no detection of a Relay,
incrementing the TTL value and pinging until at least on
Relay is detected;
responsive to detection of a Relay, said Client programmed
for attempting registration with said detected Relay;
responsive to Successful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client programmed for using said Relay as a
parent device;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client programmed for continuing to incre
ment TTL and pinging until a Relay is detected and
registration is successful or until TTL is incremented to
a predetermined value;
responsive to no Relay being detected, said Client pro
grammed for attempting to register with a Failover
Relay;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Failover
Relay, said Client programmed for attempting to Regis
ter with a Server;

responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Server,
said Client programmed for attempting detection of a
Relay again after elapse of a predetermined MinRetry
period.
30. The method of claim 29, wherein said Client pro
grammed for attempting to register with a Failover Relay
comprises
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said Client programmed for attempting to interact with a
Relay;
said Client programmed for, responsive to a failure of said
interaction, saving time of said failure and attempting
said interaction a second time;

said Client programmed for, responsive to said second
failure, attempting said interaction after a predetermined
ResistFailure time elapses, said ResistFailure time start
ing at said saved time of Failure;
said Client programmed for, responsive to a failure follow
ing said ResistFailure time expiration, initiating an auto
matic Relay selection procedure.
31. The platform of claim 28, further comprising:
at least one computational device programmed for creden
tialing a Client using a symmetric key pair in order to
protect said Client and its parents from Snooping attacks;
a Server programmed for signing and sending content
down said hierarchy to a predetermined Client;
a predetermined Client programmed for encrypting and
sending content up said hierarchy to a Server;
a predetermined Client programmed for signing and send
ing content to a Server, and
a Server programmed for encrypting and sending content
down said hierarchy to said predetermined Client;
a first predetermined Client and a second predetermined
Client programmed for exchanging content that has
been one or both of signed and encrypted.
32. The platform of claim 31, wherein said at least one
computational device programmed for credentialing a Client
using a symmetric key pair comprises;
a Server programmed for generating a private/public key
pair and distributing copies of said public key to a plu
rality of Clients in said network;
a plurality of Clients each programmed for generating a
public/private key pair and distributing a plurality of
copies of said Client generated key to parent devices and
peer devices on said network.
33. The platform of claim 32, further comprising:
a Server programmed for granting a predetermined Client
a unique ComputerID and associating said unique Com
puterID to said public key generated and distributed by
said predetermined Client;
said Client programmed for signing content originating
from said Client with said private key generated by said
predetermined Client;
a Server programmed for verifying that said signed content
is signed by a key that matches a public key associated to
a ComputerID granted to said predetermined Client
responsive to said Server receiving said signed content
from said predetermined Client, prior to update of said
COntent.

34. The platform of claim 32, further comprising:
a Server programmed for looking up a public key associ
ated with a predetermined ComputerID; and one or both
of the steps of:
said Server programmed for signing content to be sent to
the Client corresponding to said predetermined Com
puterID; and
said Server programmed for using said public key associ
ated with said predetermined ComputerID to encrypt
said signed content for sending to said Client corre
sponding to said predetermined ComputerID.

35. The platform of claim 32, further comprising:
a Client programmed for registering with a Server, wherein
said Client sends said public key to its Server;
said Server for invalidating a ComputerID associated to a
cloned key, responsive to detection of said cloned key,
and

said Server programmed for requiring said Client granted
said ComputerD to generate a new key pair.
36. The platform of claim 32, further comprising either of:
a first Client and a second Client programmed for authen
ticating content exchanged with each other,
and a Client and a Relay programmed for authenticating
content exchanged with each other.
37. The platform of claim 32, further comprising a Server
programmed for sending an encrypted password down said
hierarchy to a Client, wherein said Client is programmed for
decrypting said password prior to use.
38. The platform of claim 28, wherein either of said first
and second computational devices being programmed for
establishing communication with the other via said discov
ered routing path comprise:
said Console programmed for connecting to a predeter
mined Client via one or both of at least one Server and at

least one Relay.
39. The platform of claim 38, further comprising any of:
a computational device programmed for establishing a
synchronous encrypted tunnel between said Console
and said Client;

a computational device programmed for building a secured
channel for asynchronously sending messages to indi
vidual Clients from said Console;

a computational device programmed for creating an on
the-fly VPN (virtual private network);
a computational device programmed for enabling one or
both of file discovery and file sharing over a synchro
nous connection;

a computational device programmed for mailboxing pass
words over an asynchronous connection;
a computational device programmed for establishing a
remote desktop on a Client from a Console;
a computational device programmed for remotely debug
ging Actions;
a computational device programmed for connecting Users
and ComputerIDs to automatically provide privileges to
connect to a set of other computers;
a computational device programmed for synchronously
opening a connection to a Client and transferring logs
from the Client up to the Console;
a computational device programmed for routing through
the infrastructure into a Relay inside a subnet and then
allowing the last leg of communication to take place over
an IP address that can directly connect to the target
machine; and

a computational device programmed for establishing a
direct connection between a first Client and a second
Client.

40. The platform of claim 38, further comprising:
a computational device programmed for routing a broad
cast packet from said Console to a target computer in
said network in order to wake-up said target computer.
41. The platform of claim 41, said computational device
programmed for routing a broadcast packet from said Con
sole to a predetermined computer in said network in order to
wake-up said computer comprising at least one of the follow
1ng:
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said Console programmed for using Client MAC (media
access control) addresses provided at registration to
identify Clients occupying the same Subnet as said target
Client;

said Console programmed for sending at least one message
down through said hierarchy to contact at least one
Relay that is able to contact said target's Subnet;
said at least one contacted Relay programmed for broad
casting messages to peers of said target, requesting that
said target be woken up;
at least one of said peers programmed for listening for
messages sent out by said Relays and detecting said
request messages and said sending wake-up message to
said target;
each of said Peers programmed for listening for duplicate
traffic and Suspending broadcast upon detection of said
duplicate traffic.
42. The platform of claim 41, wherein each of said peers
programmed for listening for duplicate traffic and Suspending
broadcast upon detection of said duplicate traffic are pro
grammed for:
deciding which peer should take precedence over the
remaining peers based a unique computer ID and a coa
lition order for determining precedence.
43. The platform of claim 28, wherein said first and second
computational devices programmed for establishing commu
nication with the other of said first and second computational
devices via said discovered routing path are programmed for:
deploying at least one Fixlet message to at least one Client
that instructs said at least one Client to trust an arbitrary
piece of content to run, so that responsibility for know
ing that the content is safe to run is delegated to a trusted
piece of software on said at least one Client;
said Client identifying said arbitrary piece of content
according to file size and hash;
said Client requesting a Relay to provide said identified
piece of content by providing said file size and said hash;
and

said Relay mirroring said requested piece of content back
down through said hierarchy to said Client.
44. The platform of claim 43, further comprising a com
putational device programmed for merging said mirrored
content with an Action instructing said Client to run whatever
the content tells said Client to run.

45. The platform of claim 43, wherein said content com
prises dynamic content that changes and is updated fre
quently so that it is not known at the time of policy creation.
46. The platform of claim 45, wherein said dynamic con
tent comprises updates to anti-virus and spyware definitions.
47. The platform of claim 43, further comprising a com
putational device programmed for:
using variables to refer to said content in ActionScripts,
wherein said Client is enable to look up dynamic infor
mation indirectly and fill it into said variables.
48. The platform of claim 45, further comprising a com
putational device programmed for determining dependency
resolution in order to install various pieces of Software in an
arbitrary collection of software, at least some items of which
depend on other software being installed.
49. The platform of claim 45, further comprising a com
putational device programmed for providing data in the form
of a set of packages to a process on a Client itself that is able
to analyze the set of packages, wherein said process produces
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a list of URLs, hashes, and sizes that need to be downloaded

for the particular machine in order for it to update to a new
version of a package.
50. The platform of claim 49, wherein any request to down
load from a URL that is not explicitly authorized is checked
against a white-list of URLs and must meet at least one of the
criteria specified in said white-list.
51. In a platform providing one-to-one communication
between networked computational devices, a method for at
least one computational device to automatically discover at
least one parent computational device comprising the steps
of:

a Client determining if a Relay is in said Client's subnet by
pinging Relays having a TTL (time-to-live) of 1 and,
responsive to no detection of a Relay, incrementing the
TTL value and pinging until at least on Relay is detected;
responsive to detection of a Relay, said Client attempting
registration with said detected Relay;
responsive to Successful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client using said Relay as a parent device;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client continuing to increment TTL and
pinging until a Relay is detected and registration is suc
cessful or until TTL is incremented to a predetermined
value;

responsive to no Relay being detected, said Client attempt
ing to register with a Failover Relay;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Failover
Relay, said Client attempting to Register with a Server;
and

responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Server,
said Client attempting detection of a Relay again after
elapse of a predetermined MinRetry period.
52. A computer program product method for at least one
computational device to automatically discover at least one
parent computational device in a platform for providing one
to-one communication between networked computational
devices, comprising a tangible computer-readable storage
medium having embodied thereon computer-readable
instructions for:

a Client determining if a Relay is in said Client's subnet by
pinging Relays having a TTL (time-to-live) of 1 and,
responsive to no detection of a Relay, incrementing the
TTL value and pinging until at least on Relay is detected;
responsive to detection of a Relay, said Client attempting
registration with said detected Relay;
responsive to Successful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client using said Relay as a parent device;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said detected
Relay, said Client continuing to increment TTL and
pinging until a Relay is detected and registration is suc
cessful or until TTL is incremented to a predetermined
value;

responsive to no Relay being detected, said Client attempt
ing to register with a Failover Relay;
responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Failover
Relay, said Client attempting to Register with a Server;
and

responsive to unsuccessful registration with said Server,
said Client attempting detection of a Relay again after
elapse of a predetermined MinRetry period.
53. In a platform providing one-to-one communication
between networked computational devices, a method for cre
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dentialing a Client using a symmetric key pair in order to
protect said Client and its parents from Snooping attacks
comprising the steps of
a Server signing and sending content down said hierarchy
to a predetermined Client;
a predetermined Client encrypting and sending content up
said hierarchy to a Server;
a predetermined Client signing and sending content to a
Server; and

a Server encrypting and sending content down said hierar
chy to said predetermined Client;
a first predetermined Client and a second predetermined
Client exchanging content that has been one or both of
signed and encrypted.
54. A computer program product for credentialing a Client
using a symmetric key pair in order to protect said Client and
its parents from Snooping attacks in a platform providing
one-to-one communication between networked computa
tional devices, comprising a tangible computer-readable stor
age medium having embodied thereon computer-readable
instructions for:

a Server signing and sending content down said hierarchy
to a predetermined Client;
a predetermined Client encrypting and sending content up
said hierarchy to a Server;
a predetermined Client signing and sending content to a
Server; and

a Server encrypting and sending content down said hierar
chy to said predetermined Client;
a first predetermined Client and a second predetermined
Client exchanging content that has been one or both of
signed and encrypted.
55. In a platform providing one-to-one communication
between networked computational devices, a method for

either of first and second computational devices establishing
communication with the other via a discovered routing path
comprises the steps of
deploying at least one Fixlet message to at least one Client
that instructs said at least one Client to trust an arbitrary
piece of content to run, so that responsibility for know
ing that the content is safe to run is delegated to a trusted
piece of software on said at least one Client;
said Client identifying said arbitrary piece of content
according to file size and hash;
said Client requesting a Relay to provide said identified
piece of content by providing said file size and said hash;
and

said Relay mirroring said requested piece of content back
down through said hierarchy to said Client.
56. A computer program product for first and second com
putational devices establishing communication with each
other via a discovered routing path in a platform providing
one-to-one communication between networked computa
tional devices, comprising a tangible computer-readable Stor
age medium having embodied thereon computer-readable
instructions for:

deploying at least one Fixlet message to at least one Client
that instructs said at least one Client to trust an arbitrary
piece of content to run, so that responsibility for know
ing that the content is safe to run is delegated to a trusted
piece of software on said at least one Client;
said Client identifying said arbitrary piece of content
according to file size and hash;
said Client requesting a Relay to provide said identified
piece of content by providing said file size and said hash;
and

said Relay mirroring said requested piece of content back
down through said hierarchy to said Client.
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